
Worlds Plot 621 

Chapter 621: 12.23 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: While sleeping 

After dinner, Lou Wei and Yun Jie took their leave and went home. Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua see them off 

by the door. Afterward, the couple spends more time together as they watch a movie before heading to 

sleep once the clock reaches 11 in the evening. As soon as they closed their eyes, Ye Yuyan entered deep 

sleep to accept his memories. System Yue passed the reward to him as promised. 

While Ye Yuyan enters his slumber, System Yue passes the memory fragment from his original 

memories. 

System Yue mumbles, [This part of memory should be enough.] 

Suddenly, he received a telepathic message from his alter ego, System Yang. 

[Yue’er, come out for a bit. There is someone who wishes to meet you.] said System Yang. 

System Yue replied, [I will be there for a moment.] 

In reality, Hei Yuhua had just woken up and sat up on his own bed. The only light inside the room is a 

small lamp shade beside the bed. When System Yue came over he saw System Yang in his avatar form 

like him. A small sun floating in front of Hei Yuhua is a temporary host. He materializes so the latter 

could see him with his naked eye. System Yue did so as well and appeared in his small moon form in 

front of Hei Yuhua. 

..... 

System Yue spoke, [I’m here. What is wrong, A’Yang?] 

A man with silver eyes and hair introduces himself, “Nice to meet you, System Yue. I am Hei Yuhua.” 

[Pleasure is all mine. I am System Yue. Lord Ye Xiajie’s system.] 

Hei Yuhua asked, “Lord Ye Xiajie? Is that the name of the God residing in Ye Yuyan’s body? What is his 

relationship with Lord Hei Anjing to me?” 

System Yue glanced at System Yang and only answered honestly when he saw the latter slightly shook in 

agreement. 

[Lord Hei is Milord’s wife. They have been a married couple for hundreds of years.] 

Hei Yuhua asked, “There is also a male-to-male relationship in your world?” 

System Yang answers, [Gods and Goddesses do not care about gender but more about compatibility 

instead. We live longer lives that could last an eternity. It is more important to know about feelings and 

how they could get along in the long run.] 

“I see. That’s indeed important if you are gonna live that long. Anyway, pardon me for asking you to 

meet me, System Yue. The reason I ask for an audience with you is that I wanted to know what 

happened to Ye Yuyan before he regressed with me in this world.” said Hei Yuhua. 



System Yue hesitated when he heard him asking this and peek at System Yang as if asking for advice.m 

of whether to answer honestly or not. 

[This... I don’t know how I should tell you about it.] said, System Yue. 

System Yang spoke, [It is okay to tell him. The truth.] 

“Yes. Please tell me what happened to Ye Yuyan,” said Hei Yuhua. 

System Yue was honestly reluctant but chose to tell him the truth. 

[Okay. I will tell you. After you die, Ye Yuyan tries his best to capture the people from the Red Poppy 

Syndicate but he is a lone person. He didn’t even ask Lou Wei for help and tried to capture them all on 

his own. Which lead to early retirement as he got a bad injury in his knees when he was tortured the last 

time he got captured by the Syndicate. 

The higher-ups of the Police Department were pressured by the Minister’s household when Ye Yuyan 

got injured badly during his last mission and in the end, the Head of State got involved and Prime 

Minister Ye was removed from his position. Worrying about his granddaughter the Prime Minister 

retired and went home to his home province to live a quiet and peaceful life in the countryside. 

Ye Yuyan despite his injuries didn’t wish to leave the city as he wanted to avenge you no matter what. At 

the end, not only the Aster Division was replaced. Lou Wei and Yun Jie were assassinated by the 

Syndicate making Ye Yuyan’s situation worse. In the end, he couldn’t do anything after losing so much 

and drowned himself in his sorrow of losing not only you but also his comrades. 

Ye Yuyan continues to linger at the pier where he had shot you in your heart and keeps hallucinating 

about your return but in reality, you, Lou Wei, and Yun Jie are all dead. When I offered him the 

opportunity to return to the past, Ye Yuyan agreed unconditionally. We are lacking time at that moment 

as the world is about to reverse its time. 

I only have ample time to bring back his soul and memories with him. Since his body at that moment is 

already dying. He got hit by a car and was dying on the road. He continues to call for your name on the 

brink of his death. That’s all I know.] nov𝖾𝓁𝑢𝕊𝐛/𝗰\o/𝑚 

System Yue storied Ye Yuyan’s last moments in their last life in as much detail as possible. Even Hei 

Yuhua didn’t expect all this to happen after his death. He had always thought that Ye Yuyan hated him 

with all his heart in their past life. 

Hei Yuhua was overwhelmed with this truth he didn’t expect at all. At this moment, he didn’t know 

whether he should be happy or sad. They had multiple misunderstandings which were only resolved 

after his death. He didn’t even know that Ye Yuyan had loved him so much in the past. 

“I... I’ve always thought... that he hates me so much that I couldn’t even tell him that the man in that 

hotel that night was me. That his daughter is my daughter as well or that... I treat him as my fated mate 

all along.” said Hei Yuhua. “Wait, isn’t he the protagonist gong why did he suddenly die?” 

System Yang spoke, [He isn’t supposed to die that day. He was destined to save someone when he 

fainted and would be brought to the hospital where he would be visited every day by the Protagonist 

Shou and slowly forget about your death until they got together.] 



[But we had reversed the time before that happened because, in the end, he chose to find you and be 

with you] said System Yue. 

Hei Yuhua asked, “In the future, he would remember everything that had happened in his previous life 

would he?” 

System Yue, [Yes, there might be times he would suddenly act strange towards you and you have to help 

him move forward. To him, he is the man who killed you and had always blamed himself for your death.] 

“Don’t worry. I understand. Thank you, System Yang and System Yue.” said Hei Yuhua. 

System Yang, [No need for thanks. It was our duty.] 

[That’s right. Ah! Before I return, there is something you must know. The part of my memory I returned 

to Ye Yuyan tonight is the scene where he shot you that day on the pier. You should... no, it’s your 

choice what you should do next.] said System Yue. 

The two systems disappeared in thin air. In reality, they had just materialized themselves before Hei 

Yuhua and left temporarily to meet Yun Ming and Warden Lou next door. The original Lou Wei lives on 

the same floor as Ye Yuyan but in a different unit. They wanted to know what happened after they had 

fallen into that distorted space portal. 

Hei Yuhua, who was left behind, recalled the scene of that day. At the pier, where they were about to 

catch some people from the Red Poppy Syndicate, Hei Yuhua chose to stop them from riding the escape 

vehicle, a ship prepared by those lunatics. He knew the plan of those guys to die in the sea and this plan 

was used because they wanted to kill the next-in-line Prime Minister which is Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua who is playing the role of double agent was tasked to get the whole team of Ye Yuyan to ride 

that ship to be able to implement their plan to kill Ye Yuyan. But in the end, he did what an agent wasn’t 

supposed to do. He destroyed the persona created and openly stopped Ye Yuyan and his team from 

riding on that ship by pretending to be someone from the Red Poppy Syndicate. It was because of this 

that Ye Yuyan had shot him down. This was his plan so he never blamed Ye Yuyan for it. 

Hei Yuhua mumbles, “It was not even his fault. Why blame himself for it? You’re stupid, A’Yan~” he 

stood up carrying his pillow, and leave his room to go to Y e Yuyan’s room. 

As soon as he entered Ye Yuyan’s room, he headed to the bed and looked at him. As expected, he is 

once again covered in sweat as he grinds his teeth in his sleep, obviously having another nightmare. 

Ye Yuyan’s mumbling in his dream, “Ggh~... Arg~... No... Don’t do it... Let go... of the... gun... Stop...” 

Hei Yuhua wipes his forehead with the sleeves of his pajamas. 

“I should get something to wipe him down with...” whispered Hei Yuhua to himself. 

He was about to turn around when suddenly someone grabbed his hand which he used to wipe Ye 

Yuyan’s forehead. He was pulled down on the bed and was hugged by the trembling Ye Yuyan that is still 

suffering from his dream. Hei Yuhua is now wrapped within the huge arms of Ye Yuyan. As he was caged 

within those arms unable to leave. 



He tried waking up Ye Yuyan but it was no use, only then did Hei Yuhua recall that System Yue said that 

Ye Yuyan wouldn’t wake up until he had fully seen the contents of his dream as this was a fragment of 

his original memories. 

Hei Yuhua sighed knowing that he couldn’t escape but within that embrace, he could feel the erratic 

heartbeat of Ye Yuyan, his cold sweat as well as the slight trembling of his body. He had also heard him 

mumbling broken words, there was a hint of pain and sadness within that voice. 

Ye Yuyan’s mumbling, “No! No... This... Can’t be... I said... To stop... Why... Shoot him..... I s-stop... you... 

Don’t... hurt... Yu’er... I’m... s-sorry... I’m...” 

Hei Yuhua couldn’t stop himself from hugging the person beside him, wrapping his hands around the 

man’s back and patting his back gently, comforting him in his own way. 

“It’s not your fault. It would never be your fault. A’Yan, don’t blame yourself. Everything was my fault at 

that time. Please... stop blaming yourself, my dearest one.” whispered Hei Yuhua to Ye Yuyan. 

He didn’t know if that person could hear him in his dream. He also doesn’t expect this man to know 

what he just said all he wanted to do is to slightly ease his pain and sadness. That scene in his dreams 

had been long gone, they could change their future for something better. 

Hei Yuhua continued to whisper sweet nothings until he fell asleep within that embrace in the end. The 

strong scent of Sandalwood coming from Ye Yuyan relaxed him to the point of completely letting down 

his guard. Feeling safe within that warm embrace, Hei Yuhua welcomed the beckoning slumber and fell 

asleep. 

On the other hand, Ye Yuyan had finally woken up from his nightmare. He gasped loudly as he looked 

around and saw the contents of the room and knew that he was at home. He tried to calm his fast-

paced almost breathless breathing and covered his eyes with his right arm. 

GASPED! Pants~ 

Ye Yuyan mumbled, “Another nightmare? No, that should be a part of my memories from my past life. It 

was supposed to happen in the future but... I have no intention of making it happen in the future at all. 

Definitely not!” 

Only when Ye Yuyan completely calmed down did he notice that he was once again covered in sweat but 

when he tried to sit up he felt half of his body numb. When he looked down he saw Hei Yuhua hugging 

him in his sleep even using his left arm as a pillow and was wrapped around that slender waist of his. 

What made his heart delighted was that Hei Yuhua wrapped his left hand around his waist and his right 

hand grabbed his clothes, clearly not wanting him to leave. 

“Yu’er?” 

Ye Yuyan didn’t know why Hei Yuhua was heard until he heard his murmurs in his sleep. 

Hei Yuhua mumbles in his sleep while patting Ye Yuyan with his left hand. His hand that was supposed to 

be on the former’s back had fallen down to his waist when Ye Yuyan tried to sit up just now. Now that 

soft hand of Hei Yuhua was patting Ye Yuyan’s waist instead of his back while talking in his sleep. 

“It is not your fault. Don’t blame yourself,” whispered Hei Yuhua. 



Hei Yuhua continues to say these sentences like a broken record. It felt funny hearing it multiple times 

but it doesn’t sound like a joke in Ye Yuyan’s ears instead he felt saved by it. The words that came out of 

Hei Yuhua’s mouth were like salvation for his aching heart. The nightmare in his dream was real. It was a 

memory of a future in their past life. He knew he had harmed this person in his embrace at that moment 

of time but hearing his consoling voice still felt sacred in his ears. These were the words Ye Yuyan had 

been wanting to hear. He never wanted to hurt Hei Yuhua at all but in the end, he did. 

Ye Yuyan’s mouth slightly opens and closes as if wanting to say something, one could see him trembling 

and his eyes red as he holds back his tears. He wanted to apologize but doing so would be of no help as 

that is something that had happened in their past and something he could no longer change. He once 

again laid down on the bed and pulled Hei Yuhua closely and tightly within his embrace. The scent of 

minty floral assaulted his nose instantly calming his mind. 

Seeing Hei Yuhua’s unguarded sleeping figure in his embrace, Ye Yuyan felt delighted and soft in his 

heart. As if he found his lost treasure. The most precious existence in his life. Ye Yuyan lowered his head 

and left a chaste kiss on those cerise lips of his future mate. He also kissed his forehead with unknown 

gentleness that no one thought would be coming from him. 

Ye Yuyan murmured as if vowing to Hei Yuhua, “In this lifetime, I would never allow you to get hurt even 

towards my own self.” 

Chapter 622: 12.24 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Each of their own missions. 

As the sun rises from the horizon of the sky, the morning arrives. Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua sleep on the 

same bed cuddling with each other during their sleep. The first one to wake up is Ye Yuyan. What he 

does as soon as he opens his eyes is stare at the beautiful person within his embrace. A sleeping Hei 

Yuhua is indeed a lovely being that pales no comparison to the famous celebrities. 

Ye Yuyan gently caressed this captivating person’s soft cheek as he couldn’t believe that there would be 

a day this person would sleep beside him peacefully and without any hatred within those argent irises. 

In his nightmare, he saw how much he hated this person and wrongly treated him all this time. It was 

only at the last moment that everything he thought he knew about this person, that he knew was all 

facade. 

He didn’t know if he was blinded too much by his one-sided blindness or because someone used their 

daughter as a catalyst to make him hate Hei Yuhua. Anyway, he was perfectly used by whoever that 

person instigated him. 

Ye Yuyan whispered, “In this life, no matter what you want to do, I will support you quietly by your side 

and protect you regardless of the harm. Just... Just please forgive this me who had caused you to harm 

in that world which made me completely blind of truth.” he then once again gives Hei Yuhua a soft kiss 

on his forehead before heading to the bathroom to wash his face. 

He needs to make some breakfast for his future after all. While brushing his teeth in the bathroom, his 

new daily mission was given to him in his mind. 

DING! 

[Daily missions: 



..... 

Mission #1: Give Hei Yuhua a morning kiss. – Completed 

Mission #2: Cook breakfast and eat it together with Hei Yuhua. 

Mission #3: Greetings your neighbor before leaving the building. 

Mission #4: Accompany Hei Yuhua to buy some flower plants in the Flower Garden within the city. 

nov𝓔𝐋𝓊𝓈𝐛/𝗰\o/𝗆 

Mission #5: Hold hands during your date in the Flower Garden. 

Mission #6: Cook lunch and eat together. 

Mission #7: Watch a movie while eating snacks with Hei Yuhua. 

Mission #8: Cook dinner and eat together. 

Mission #9: Give or receive a goodnight kiss from your future mate, Hei Yuhua 

Mission #10: Sleep together in one bed.] 

Upon seeing the missions, Ye Yuyan remained calm all the way. He only noticed that the mission count 

had increased thrice than what he had yesterday. 

Ye Yuyan spoke in his thoughts trying to contact System Yue. 

‘System Yue, System Yue... Why did my missions increase all of the sudden?’ 

System Yue responded, [Yesterday’s Mission was just a test or just a simple drill. Now your missions for 

the whole day would be compiled and your rewards wouldn’t only be your memory fragments but also 

Nether Points used in the System Mall. I’m telling you that some things in the System Mall do not exist in 

your world but are extremely helpful in completing your goals. You wanted to keep your future mate, 

Hei Yuhua, safe right? Our Mall had the most powerful things you could use to protect him.] 

Ye Yuyan asked, “That can’t be the only reason why my mission count suddenly increases.” 

System Yue responded, [Indeed. The reason I increase your missions is that you only have one year to 

receive your memories and after a year, the peacefulness in your and Hei Yuhua’s life would end.] 

Ye Yuyan’s expression turned stern when he heard System Yue’s words. 

He asked, “What do you mean?” 

[Next year, the Red Poppy Syndicate will be entering your country. By this time both you and Hei Yuhua 

will return to your original jobs. He is a Top Agent of this country, if you wish to stand next to him, 

within this whole year you must make your preparations in advance or... He would have to fight them 

alone again in this life.] replied System Yue. 

Just hearing the name of that notorious Syndicate that destroyed their lives in the past made Ye Yuyan 

lose his temper. Unconsciously, his aura and pheromones spread within the walls of the bathroom as 

the atmosphere surrounding Ye Yuyan turned tense. He looks like him in silent rage. 



“Red Poppy Syndicate,” murmured Ye Yuyan but his every word was filled with murderous intent as if he 

couldn’t live in the same world as these people. He hated them so much that he wanted to eliminate 

them for good. 

System Yue spoke, [Yuyan, calm down, please. Hei Yuhua is still sleeping in your bedroom. You can’t lose 

your temper now.] 

Once Ye Yuyan hears the name of his chosen mate, his temper subsides to calmness. Even though he is 

aggressive by nature, he is not willing to harm his future mate whom he is finally able to bring home. As 

if nothing had gone wrong everything returned to its initial tranquility. 

Ye Yuyan said, “I shall accept the missions. Please do give me some more missions which would increase 

my intimacy with Yu’er. By the way, why did he come to my bedroom and sleep here? Have you heard of 

System Yue?” 

[He heard you groaning and murmuring in your sleep when he passed by your room to drink water in 

the kitchen. When he saw you suffering in a nightmare again, Hei Yuhua wanted to help you wipe your 

sweat but you suddenly pulled him and hugged him in your sleep. He couldn’t move you no matter what 

and helped soothe down your nerves instead and ended up falling asleep within your embrace. He was 

so worried that he only fell asleep when your mumbling had eased out as he pats your back and 

whispers words you can’t hear in your sleep.] explained System Yue. 

Ye Yuyan asked, “Do you think he likes me too?” 

System Yue, [What do you think? He is a Top Agent of Aster, there is no way he doesn’t have his own 

house but instead of going home he went back with you and lives in your house. He was even worried 

about you whenever he thought you had a nightmare and was even willing to let you hug him.] 

Hearing these words Ye Yuyan couldn’t help but be happy. He even has a smile on his lips as he takes a 

shower. 

Meanwhile back in the bedroom, Hei Yuhua groggily opened his eyes and moved his hands as if looking 

for someone. When his hands had touched nothing he looked around looking for the figure of Ye Yuyan 

who is supposed to be sleeping by his side. It was at this moment that Ye Yuyan had just finished 

showering and noticed his gestures. 

Ye Yuyan approached Hei Yuhua and said, “I’m here, Yu’er. You are covered in my sweat. I’ve prepared 

you a warm bath. Let me take you to the bathroom.” 

Hei Yuhua was still half asleep so when he heard Ye Yuyan’s voice he chose to hug the source and rubs 

his face on the man’s neck looking for that relaxing scent of Sandalwood. Ye Yuyan on the other hand 

didn’t think twice when Hei Yuhua reached out his hands towards him and hugged him himself. He 

carried him in princess style and brought him over to the bathroom. 

Hei Yuhua was already fully awake by the time he was brought inside the bathroom. 

“I can take a bath on my own. A’Yan still needs to cook breakfast. Please put me down.” said Hei Yuhua. 

Ye Yuyan reluctantly put him down and said, “Okay. Be careful of slipping. I will bring you your change of 

clothes.” 



“Un. Thank you, A’Yan,” said Hei Yuhua as he was placed down on the floor slowly and gently. 

He stares at Ye Yuyan who was also staring back at him with a smile on his lips. This man is clearly in a 

very good mood. He reached out his hands and pulled over Ye Yuyan’s head a bit lower. He then kisses 

him on his cheeks before embarrassingly pushing the man out of the bathroom before Ye Yuyan could 

even react. 

Hei Yuhua said, “Get out. I’m going to take a bath.” 

Ye Yuyan could still see the reddish blush on Hei Yuhua’s cheeks. But before he could even reach the 

door of the bathroom was slammed in front of his face. Recalling his future mate’s cute gesture just 

now, he couldn’t help but laugh happily. 

HAHAHAHA~ 

Inside the bathroom, HeinYuhua is covering his tinted red face as he hears Ye Yuyan’s peals of laughter. 

He really felt shy as this was the first time he acted intimate toward another person. 

DING! 

Hei Yuhua just received his daily mission from System Yang. In his mind, the following missions look 

simple yet hard to do at the same time. 

[Daily Missions: 

Mission #1: Hug Ye Yuyan. 

Reward Points: 30/min 

Mission #2: Held hands with Ye Yuyan. 

Reward Points: 10/min 

Mission #3: Kiss Ye Yuyan 

Reward Points: 

Peck: 20 per kiss 

French Kiss: 50/min 

Receive a Kiss: 30 per kiss 

Mission #4: Get Marked 

Rewards Points 

Temporary Mark: 3,000 each time 

Permanent Mark: 500,000 

Mission #5: Happy Sex. 

Rewards Point: 5,000/ round 



These are your missions for the whole year. The points you had gathered would be tallied at the end of 

each day. Do your best to seduce your future husband. Ganbatte!] 

Reading the contents of his daily mission, Hei Yuhua’s face almost exploded in shyness and disbelief. 

Though he knows that the missions he would receive would be something connected to Ye Yuyan, these 

full intimacy missions left him feeling as if he is doing a beauty trap mission as an Agent. The problem is 

that he couldn’t control his expressions in front of Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua said in shock, “What the hell...!!” 

System Yang ignored his surprise and reported, [Your ongoing points are currently... 80 points. Once 

your NP reached 100 points the System Mall would be open. Good luck~] 

“Good luck your ass. Why are my points suddenly 80? I only kissed Ye Yuyan once!” said Hei Yuhua. 

System Yang responded, [I didn’t count inaccurately. Before you wake up, Host Ye Yuyan gives you a 

peck and a kiss on your forehead. That’s 60 points. Hmm ~ he is even more hardworking than you in 

gathering points. You can ask for his help but don’t mention me. If he learned about my existence he 

would know you have all your past memories.] 

Hei Yuhua replied, “I know. I will be careful.” 

[Just call me if you need me. If you need to open the mall just think of System Mall and it would open a 

holographic screen for you to browse from. But don’t open the Mall beside Ye Yuyan, he could also see 

the same thing as Yue’er is with him. Enjoy your vacation.] 

System Yang’s voice faded after their conversation finished. Hei Yuhua took a bath and went into the 

bathtub filled with warm water. He felt his stiff body relaxing as he soaked through. Ye Yuyan didn’t 

tease him much and left as soon as he gave him his change of clothes. The latter headed to the kitchen 

and made some breakfast. 

For breakfast, Ye Yuyan made some french toast, pancakes, bacon, and egg paired with some hot 

strawberry milk tea with a bowl of yogurt mixed with berries for desserts. This breakfast is made to 

someone’s preferences, Hei Yuhua like Hei Anjing loves all kinds of sweets and Ye Yuyan learned about it 

when he saw Hei Yuhua eat two slices of fruit cake last night. 

Ye Yuyan waited for Hei Yuhua to finish bathing and sat at the dining table wearing an apron. He 

messaged Lou Wei about their plans to head to the flower garden because he knows his future mate 

loves flowers as well. 

Hei Yuhua comes out with a towel hanging on his neck. His hair is still a bit wet, obviously too lazy to use 

a hair dryer on himself. His eyes focused on the food placed at the table. Everything was his favorite and 

he knows that Ye Yuyan isn’t that fond of sweets and looked at him. 

“T-Thank you for breakfast. But... You don’t like sweets right? What are you going to eat, A’Yan?” asked 

Hei Yuhua worriedly. 

Knowing his mate’s worry, Ye Yuyan approached him and help him dry his hair after pushing him on his 

seat and said, 

..... 



“There is bacon and egg. Also a cup of coffee. I’ve also made unbuttered toast. Those are enough for 

me. I made all these for you. Eat as much as you like.” said Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua transferred half of his egg and bacon to Ye Yuyan’s plate and said, “Eat mine too. The toast 

and pancakes plus the fruits are enough for me. A’Yan, let’s eat together.” 

With a doting smile on the corner of Ye Yuyan’s lips, he kissed Hei Yuhua’s head and said, “Okay.” His 

thoughts are ‘My wife is so sweet~’ 

[Ding! Host current points are 110. The System Mall is now unlocked.] said System Yang in Hei Yuhua’s 

mind but he chose to check it later as he is busy with his frantic thoughts right now. 

Hei Yuhua’s thoughts, ‘D-Did he kiss me again!?’ 

After sitting back in his chair and starting eating, Ye Yuyan opened another conversation. 

“Yu’er, our balcony looks a bit empty. What do you think we should put in there?” asked Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua replied, “You can put some plants or flower pots in there. Small kinds should fit.” 

“Then let’s go to the flower garden after breakfast. Today is Sunday, I heard a Flower Garden opened 

during the weekend. You can choose some flower pots you like, I will accompany you.” said Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua said, “You promise. You must come with me, A’Yan.” 

A smile appeared on his face, making his beautiful face even more alluring. Ye Yuyan felt entranced by 

how adorable his future mate is. 

Ye Yuyan responded with crimson ears, “Um. I will go with you anywhere, Yu’er.” 

Chapter 623: 12.25 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Flower code names nov𝔢𝓵𝓤𝑠𝐁.𝓒\o/𝓜 

After eating breakfast, Hei Yuhua and Ye Yuyan change their homely clothes to casual ones. They are 

planning to head to the flower garden to have a mini date but they are easy to recognize if only the two 

of them leave the building. There are so many prying eyes watching them from the shadows. So they 

decided to bring Lou Wei and force him to wear some disguise to become their bodyguard. 

He and Hei Yuhua wear some disguise as well. A different color wig and some colored contact lenses. Hei 

Yuhua wore long black hair and tied it up in a loose ponytail. This wig covered up his rare silver hair 

which is the trademark of the top agent of Aster. His silver eyes were covered with light brown colored 

contact lenses now he looks more like a delicate beauty than a rare beauty he had always been. 

On the other hand, Ye Yuyan covered his charcoal gray hair with a light brown wig and instead of 

wearing contacts to change his eye color, he wore unprescribed glasses to hide his golden irises. He 

looks like an English gentleman with this get-up totally different from his overbearing handsome CEO-

type persona from before. 

Hei Yuhua and Ye Yuyan both have their own transformation and feel entertained by the results of their 

disguise. They took photos together and shared them at the group chat with the following four 

members that include them, including Yun Jie and Lou Wei as well as the Director of Aster, Wei Ying, and 

the current Prime Minister surnamed Ye. 



This is made with a secured program that only special members of the group chat can use. It can be used 

for daily reports or personal reports to each member. As well as casual posting or current events. 

Hei Yuhua edited the couple’s photo of their disguise to the group with the caption Going to the Flower 

Garden. 

Ye Yuyan only typed ‘Get ready’ on the chat box obviously talking to others to make preparations on 

their side. As expected, Lou Wei and Yun Jie responded. 

..... 

Lou Wei: [Affirmative, Captain!] 

Yun Jie: [On my way.] 

Director Wei: [Be careful.] 

Minister Ye: [Watch your back.] 

Hei Yuhua: [We will.] 

The chat ended when Hei Yuhua and Ye Yuyan prepared to leave. By the door, Ye Yuyan turned around 

and smiled at Hei Yuhua while reaching out his hand. 

He asked, “Shall we go?” said Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua reaches out a hand and lands above Ye Yuyan’s palm. The latter wrapped his big hands over 

the former and held Hei Yuhua’s soft and slender hands as he escorted him out of the house. 

“Let’s go, A’Yan.” said Hei Yuhua. In his mind, another sound can be heard. 

[Ping! Host Yuhua had held hands with the Mission target. Time in progress for calculations. 10 points 

per one minute.] 

Hei Yuhua ignored the systematic voice in his head and let Ye Yuyan pull his hand as they walked 

together to the next condominium unit nearest theirs. He watches as Ye Yuyan knocks on the door 

calmly. 

A bit confused, Hei Yuhua asked Ye Yuyan, “A’Yan, who lives here?” 

“It’s Lou Wei,” replied Ye Yuyan. 

A few moments later, the door opened revealing Lou Wei and Yun Jie inside. They were wearing 

uniformed black suits and dark sunglasses looking like professional bodyguards. 

Lou Wei removed his sunglasses and grinned at his captain as he said, “Captain, is this get-up okay?” 

“Not bad. But... Why is Agent Yun with you?” asked Ye Yuyan. 

Yun Jie answered, “It is my job to protect, brother. I wanted to come over ahead of time but was 

stopped at the door by this gorilla.” 

“Who are you calling a gorilla?” asked Lou Wei a bit fuming that this Beta dared to call him gorilla on his 

face. In reality, these two are only acting like how the original Lou Wei and Yun Jie treat each other. 



But only Hei Yuhua knew that the souls of these two were replaced by someone else, seeing them act 

exactly the same way as the original made him a bit comfortable yet he acted like he noticed nothing. 

Hei Yuhua asked, “A’Jie, are you going to the Flower Garden with us?” 

“We won’t appear in the open but protect you both in the crowd,” answered Yun Jie. 

Hei Yuhua smiled for a bit when he heard that but for some reason, the other three felt shivers climbing 

up his spine when he saw that smile instead. It was a fake yet menacing smile. 

“You two are going to follow behind but the Flower Garden is a crowded place as it can be considered a 

mini-market for plants and flowers. Wearing inconspicuous suits they would know you guys are 

bodyguards at first sight and would also put me and A’Yan in the spotlight. Something I don’t want to 

happen so change your clothes.” said Hei Yuhua. 

Yun Jie unconsciously agreed without questioning and said, “Yes, brother.” He walked back into the 

house to change clothes. 

On the other hand, Lou Wei peered at his captain and saw him avoiding his gaze. He knew that he had to 

follow the captain’s wife’s orders next time. It was his captain who told him to wear this suit and 

sunglasses. 

Ye Yuyan said with a commanding tone when he saw his confidant trying to open his mouth. He thought 

Lou Wei would tell Hei Yuhua that these clothes are his silly idea for disguise. 

“Change your clothes. You have 10 minutes to do so,” said Ye Yuyan. 

Lou Wei instinctively saluted and ran inside his house like Yun Jie and changed his clothes. A few 

minutes later, a group of four in disguise went to the Flower Garden in one car. With Lou Wei driving, 

Yun Jie was seated in the passenger’s seat, and the other couple was seated at the back. Hei Yuhua and 

Ye Yuyan are still holding each other’s hands. The other two turned a blind eye to it instead. 

The car drives down the road towards the city where the Flower Garden is located. 

— 

At the Flower Garden/Market... 

The flower garden is not a closed space full of flowers and plants like normal gardens, instead, it was an 

open layout more like a closed road with countless stalls. These stalls all show a variety of flowers and 

plans. Most of the plants and flowers could be seen in the illustrative books about common plants and 

flowers. 

As expected, the place is bustling with a crowd and there are more people with a higher age range than 

the age of Hei Yuhua and Ye Yuyan. Only old men and old women who love flowers were abundant in 

this market. The flower garden is more of a place to communicate about flowers and share each other’s 

knowledge. 

Hei Yuhua and Ye Yuyan, who look like foreigners, caught more attention upon their arrival. Followed by 

Lou Wei who is smiling most of the time and a grumpy yet silent-looking Yun Jie, the four of them look 

like a rare kind of guest in the garden. 



But the four choose to ignore stares at them while Hei Yuhua happily pulled Ye Yuyan from stall to stall. 

In each stall, they entered Lou Wei and Yun Jie would receive a small pot to carry. Most pots were 

budding flower plants chosen by Hei Yuhua personally while paid by Ye Yuyan. 

On the way the whole time, Hei Yuhua would be commenting about these flowers and that plant while 

pulling Ye Yuyan on the way. Ye Yuyan patiently listened to everything his future mate was saying with a 

smile on his face. 

Midway seeing that Hei Yuhua would still be walking around the Flower Market, Lou Wei called his 

subordinates to help them move the plants that were bought by their captain’s wife and put them in the 

car as they continued to follow behind Hei Yuhua and Ye Yuyan. 

Finally, before lunch, Hei Yuhua took a rest in the nearest cafe within the road of the flower market. 

They sat at the table outside the store with a huge parasol above their heads. They didn’t want to crowd 

with the people inside the cafe, they looked like a full train with some people standing inside. 

Even the waiter from the cafe had to sneak through the spaces between people before getting outside 

to get the orders of Hei Yuhua and the other three. The sun is raging hot in the sky so all three of them 

order iced coffee and frappe. Ye Yuyan and Lou Wei ordered Iced Americano, Yun Jie bought Green Tea 

Cream Cheese Frappuccino, and Hei Yuhua ordered Strawberry Raspberry Cheesecake Cream 

Frappuccino. They’ve also ordered four slices of cake and pieces of bread like Chocolate Cream marble 

cheesecake, Carrotita Cake, and two spinach zucchini quiches. 

The waiter left after taking into account their orders and will ask the store to start making them. These 

four are more real customers than the ones inside only staying to take a breather from the heat outside 

the store. They only ordered plain water or the cheapest and smallest drink available in the store, 

moreover, they are not willing to leave at all. He happily went back inside after he finished his task. 

Of course! Everything that is sweet is for Hei Yuhua and Yun Jie, this pair of sweet lover brothers. Lou 

Wei looked at the long naming sweet indulging drink the captain’s wife had ordered and compared it to 

the tea-tasting drink his lover bought. How could they put cheese in tea and shake it? On the other 

hand, Ye Yuyan’s reaction to his future mate’s order is simple. 

Ye Yuyan said, “Yu’er this is sweet enough for today, okay? At night you can only eat fruits for dessert. 

Too much sugar is bad for you.” 

“I will listen to you, A’Yan,” said Hei Yuhua while smiling. On the other hand, his fingers were writing 

something on the top of Ye Yuyan’s palms. Ye Yuyan didn’t expect that someone recognized Hei Yuhua 

in his current appearance and was tailing them using the cover as cover. 

Ye Yuyan reacted normally and even brought his handkerchief to wipe Hei Yuhua’s sweat and said, “Use 

this to wipe your sweat, Yu’er.” his phone suddenly rang as it was timed at this moment. Instead, the 

handkerchief is a mini receiver that could hear the conversation at far. Hei Yuhua knew about it and turn 

a blind eye letting Ye Yuyan eavesdrop on the conversation that may happen. 

Lou Wei and Yun Jie’s phones also rang all at the same time. 



Yun Jie saw that the caller was Director Wei and told everyone he needed to answer the phone and walk 

away to a distance. Lou Wei got a call from the police district saying that a murderer had escaped from 

the prison and needed his help while Ye Yuyan’s call is from his father, Prime Minister Ye. 

“Sorry I need to take the call for a minute,” said Yun Jie. 

Lou Wei on the other hand answered the phone on the spot and before he could even speak, a shout 

came from his phone. 

{Officer Wei!! Help us!!! That man from a solitary cell had escaped!!} 

“What!?” Exclaimed Lou Wei as he stood up and walked away in a hurry after gesturing sorry to his 

captain and Hei Yuhua. He also walked away like Yun Jie. 

Only Ye Yuyan stared at his non-stop ringing phone with his father’s name flashing on the screen. Hei 

Yuhua knows why Ye Yuyan is not leaving. These three calls are obviously not a coincidence! 

But Hei Yuhua convinced him to leave, “I will be okay here alone. Isn’t that your father calling?” he said 

while clearly asking him to leave. 

Ye Yuyan sighed and kissed Hei Yuhua’s hand and said, “I will be back soon. Call me if you need me.” 

Only then did Ye Yuyan walk away to pretend to answer the call from his father. Hei Yuhua was left 

alone by the table outside the cafe. He was looking around the crowd walking past in front of him. He 

was only a bit startled when he felt someone had sat behind him. 

This unknown person was using a voice changer to speak with him. 

“Hydrangea have you integrated yourself into the intelligence division Aster as their Agent. How come I 

didn’t find your name in the records?” said the man behind him. 

The expression on Hei Yuhua turned dull and glacial. He relaxed his head above his hand as he leaned 

over the table looking bored and lazy. 

Hei Yuhua spoke, “Because you didn’t warn your servants I got drugged by Ecstasy Flower that night and 

they even choose the only son of the Prime Minister as my partner. Great right?” He was speaking 

sarcastically at this moment. 

“Sigh~ that was indeed our fault. That night it was supposed only Ye Yuyan to get drugged that day. You 

are only supposed to be there to get his trust that night. Even so... Your seduction skills are great~ to be 

able to successfully hook up with the hidden demon king of this country, Hydra~” 

Hei Yuhua spoke, “My job is only supposed to act as a spy in Aster. I’ve never accepted beauty trap 

missions!” 

“Don’t get angry, darling. Hydra wants to get in the upper echelon in Red Poppy right? I, Iris, am helping 

you do so~” said the man called Iris from the Red Poppy Syndicate. 

Hei Yuhua asked, “What’s the next mission?” 

“At this moment, all cooperation is halted for a year. Big Boss, Poppy, said the International police from 

different kinds of countries created an alliance to hunt us~ amazing right? We would lay low for a while. 



Your task is to watch over the demon king by your side and don’t get caught. Our mission will resume 

next year. I will give you the current location of the other flower. Send it to the demon king’s place. 

Though that place used to be outside our jurisdiction with you inside there should be no problem at all. 

Don’t get caught, Hydrangea~” 

Hei Yuhua only heard the sound of the chair behind him move but when he turned around there was no 

one there already. Hei Yuhua grips the handkerchief given to him by Ye Yuyan. 

He said, “Did you get everything, A’Yan? Come back soon.” said Hei Yuhua. 

Somewhere in the alleys, Ye Yuyan with a sharp and piercing gaze was watching the whole scene in the 

cafe with a pitiless expression. He looks at the person covered in a full black trench coat who sat behind 

Hei Yuhua. From the distance, it would look like the person behind Hei Yuhua is a man but he noticed 

the person’s small feet that are unlike a man’s. This Syndicate with the code name of Iris is obviously a 

woman in disguise and her current fa?ade isn’t as perfect as Hei Yuhua. 

Ye Yuyan answered, “I’ll be back soon, Yu’er.” Despite the coldness of his face, his voice is only gentle 

towards Hei Yuhua this isn’t a fact but his real feeling for him. 

Next, he needs to act like he was in a hurry to return to where Hei Yuhua is. After all, the call he received 

was not from his father but an intercepted call using his father’s number. As expected it was a plot made 

by people who wanted to talk to his future mate alone. Hei Yuhua is after all the double agent of Aster 

to the Red Poppy Syndicate. 

Chapter 624: 12.26 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Vows 

The waiter from the cafe arrived to bring the trays of orders made by Hei Yuhua and the group. At first, 

he was surprised to see only one person remaining at the table. 

The waiter asked, “Er, customer... Where are your companions?” 

“One left to buy something, the other went to look for a restroom as yours looks crowded while the last 

one answered a phone call. Don’t worry they will be back soon. Thank you. Here is the bill, you can keep 

the rest as your tip. If you have ice cream give me some too.” said Hei Yuhua who gave the money twice 

the total bill o, their orders. Because of such a huge tip the waiter happily serves him. 

“There are some mango, mint chocolate, and dark chocolate Ice cream flavors available in pint-size. 

Which will the customer get?” asked the cafe staff. 

Hei Yuhua answered, “Then one mint and one dark chocolate. We’ll take it before we leave for take-out. 

Thank you.” 

“Understood, the esteemed customer.” said the waiter as he returned to the store. 

After the cafe staff had left, Hei Yuhua grabbed his drink and started sipping. The coldness of crushed 

ice, milk, strawberry, raspberry, and cheesecake melted in his mouth. Hei Yuhua comfortably smiles with 

the taste assaulting his tongue. It was so delicious plus the sugar intent was just right. The coldness of 

blended ice lightens the heat in his body and it feels cozy. 

..... 



Hei Yuhua mumbles, “Delicious~” 

Suddenly he was hugged by someone who jumped on him. He was about to retaliate before he was 

touched but stopped when he scented the fragrance of wood. It was familiar and made him feel safe. As 

expected, it was Ye Yuyan who hugged him as soon as he returned. This was just them acting from those 

prying eyes in the dark. 

Ye Yuyan felt taps on his arm and looked at Hei Yuhua staring at him tenderly but his adorable 

appearance while sipping on his frappe made him laugh for a moment. Ye Yuyan couldn’t help but kiss 

him on his forehead. 

“Thank God you are alright, Yu’er,” said Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua blushed upon suddenly receiving a kiss and they are in public. Hia’s hands flailed frantically 

and grabbed one ice Americano on the table and gave it to Ye Yuyan even using the drink to block 

someone’s line of sight. 

“T-Th-That’s enough. Just drink this and sit down properly,” said Hei Yuhua. 

Ye Yuyan said, “My darling you are so cute~” nov𝞮𝗅𝚞𝓈𝒷.𝓒/o/𝓂 

“Shush! What are you saying in public!?” whispered Hei Yuhua as he noticed eyes on the two of them 

but this man continued to tease him while laughing. His only choice is to ignore him as if they weren’t 

involved. 

Seeing his embarrassed face which is as red as a tomato, Ye Yuyan couldn’t help but laugh and tease him 

more. He cannot kiss him the second time as Hei Yuhua forces him to drink his beverage. 

Ye Yuyan looks at the plate of cake in front of his future mate and scoops some to feed him. 

“Yu’er, open your mouth. Ah~” said Ye Yuyan trying to feed the latter with cake. 

‘This bully...’ 

Though Hei Yuhua is very reluctant to act lovey-dovey in public, he didn’t want to waste the cake in 

front of him. He slightly opened his mouth, trembling. 

Pfft! 

Ye Yuyan spoon-fed him with cake and commented, “Yu’er, you so adorable~” 

Chomp! 

Hei Yuhua said while glaring at Ye Yuyan. “If you don’t stop bullying me I’m going to ignore you.” 

“Don’t ignore me, please. I’m wrong.” said Ye Yuyan. 

In his mind, another set of calculations had been done for his Nether Points. It was the robotic tone of 

System Yang’s voice. 

[Another 30 NP for receiving a kiss. You’ve held hands for 3 hours. That’s 180 minutes in total x 10 

points per minute = 1,800 NP. Host Yuhua had the current total points of 1940 NP. Do you wish to check 

on the items in the System Mall?] 



Hei Yuhua was still ignoring his annoying man when he heard System Yang’s voice in his head and 

responded in his mind. 

‘I would check it later. A’Yan is still with me.’ 

Hei Yuhua on the other hand noticed that Lou Wei and Yun Jie haven’t returned yet. 

“A’Yan, Where’s Officer Lou and A’Jie?” asked Hei Yuhua. 

Ye Yuyan answered honestly as he was the one who sent them a way to do a task. As soon as he moved 

away to act like he was going to answer the call, he sent a message to Lou Wei and Yun Jie to spot 

anyone wearing either a long black trench coat or purple heels within the market and tried to capture 

that person. 

Hei Yuhua looked at the melting drinks of Lou Wei and Yun Jie. They could eat the cake and quiche but... 

drinking different types of beverages is not good. Moreover, he doesn’t drink that black coffee 

Americano as it’s bitter and he doesn’t drink green tea either. 

“What should we do about their drinks?” asked Hei Yuhua. 

Ye Yuyan replied, “Don’t worry, we can buy some again. As for those two...” He looked around the 

crowd and saw the hidden bodyguard his father left to protect him. “You two. Yes, both of you. These 

drinks are yours.” 

Once the two bodyguards took the extra Iced Americano and Green Tea Cream Cheese Frappuccino, Ye 

Yuyan told them to leave and resume their tasks. The two bodyguards disappeared into the crowd like 

how they appeared from it. Hei Yuhua noticed that those two bodyguards are too well trained. They are 

just a bit weaker than Lou Wei and their bodies are fully trained for fighting. 

Hei Yuhua commented, “Are they from the SWAT Team under the minister? Your bodyguards are 

amazing. No wonder the Syndicate considered your condominium building as a Void Zone.” 

“Well, most of our neighbors are either my subordinate or father’s people. He is overprotective,” said Ye 

Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua said, “No. This is good. It was because of this that the Floral didn’t dare to touch you.” 

“Floral? Is that what the executives in Red Poppy Syndicate are called?” asked Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua smiled and said, “I will explain everything to you at home. But... Are you sure you could trust 

me unconditionally? I’m a double agent. I might lean to their side more than to Aster.” 

Obviously, he is smiling but this smile is unlike the small, lovely, and shy smile of Hei Yuhua. Even though 

it looks natural the depths of his eyes are cold and emotionless. 

Ye Yuyan had seen this smile multiple times in his dreams. A detached smile that was made naturally yet 

at the same time is fake. A fake smile that reaches perfection. Only a top agent in the undercover 

division was trained for this. Showing fake emotions as real ones. 

On the same day before he shot Hei Yuhua in the heart. He would always look at him with disgusted 

eyes. To him at that time, Hei Yuhua was nothing but a psychopath serial killer who victimized weak 



females and he had always thought that his 1-year-old daughter, Ye Huahua, was killed by this man. 

Who would think that the information he got that night was all fake and their daughter was taken to 

safety by the Aster with his father’s permission as he and Hei Yuhua were on the mission of capturing 

someone from the Red Poppy Organization? 

Misunderstandings pile up like a mountain and he who treats and sees Hei Yuhua as a menace leads to 

him shooting at Hei Yuhua in the chest. This was because he didn’t trust him enough. Even after hearing 

hints from Yun Jie who plays the role of the contract killer, informing him about his and Hei Yuhua’s real 

identities. He chooses not to believe him. 

That’s why Yun Jie hated him so much after that night. He is the person who took away the only family 

Yun Jie has and he did it using his own hands. 

So when Ye Yuyan heard Hei Yuhua’s questions of trust and loyalty, he only smiled. He took away the 

drink the latter was holding and took both of his hands to his own. Hei Yuhua’s hands were soft yet hard 

calluses on them. This is because he is an agent who is well known for his skills with dagger and poison 

as weapons. 

He looked directly at Hei Yuhua’s eyes and vowed, “I will give the oath to the heavens. I will give my full 

trust, loyalty, and love to Hei Yuhua in my whole life regardless of any situation even if he becomes the 

villain of this world. I, Ye Yuyan, shall be by your side until the end. For better or for worse, in life and 

death, I vowed to the heavens. If I ever broke this promise left the heavens to destroy my whole being 

including my soul until nothing is left.” 

Hei Yuhua was stunned by what he heard even the people around them were rendered speechless by 

the words this stupid officer, Ye Yuyan had just made. 

System Yang commented in Hei Yuhua’s head, [A vow to the heavens can never be revoked, especially 

ones made in the presence of two Gods. Yuhua, this man is serious.] 

Meanwhile, in Ye Yuyan’s mind, System Yue was scolding his current temporary host. 

[Are you crazy!? You made a vow to the heavens while with a God in your body. That is an oath recorded 

in the divinity of the highest realm. If you broke it your soul and body would perish for eternity. This is 

not a joke, Ye Yuyan.] said System Yue. 

Ye Yuyan’s response to System Yue, ‘I am not joking. In this lifetime, I will be on Yu’ er’s side even if he 

becomes evil in the end. This is a vow I made with my whole life at stake. I will never regret it. This time I 

promise to trust him, be loyal to him, and love him for all eternity.’ 

While the two are staring at each other in both shock and amazement, suddenly they hear a playful and 

angelic voice ringing in their heads. Hei Yuhua had heard it before and the two Systems were delighted 

to hear this voice. 

It was Hei Anjing’s voice. He is once again awake after all this time. 

{Hahaha~ you two are both interesting. Yuhua, agree to it. A vow of eternity in my presence can never 

be revoked. He would be yours not only in this life but in your future reincarnations as well. I just woke 

up and heard something fun~ you made me laugh I shall give you a very useful gift something you both 

would be delighted to have. I will give you a skill called Telepathy. This will allow you guys to speak 



through your minds but only to each other. After all, in your world supernatural abilities don’t exist~ but 

who could stop me. Hehehe....} 

Suddenly both Hei Yuhua and Ye Yuyan felt something enter their minds and a certain connection 

between the two of them is made. Now they could see each other’s minds directly so when Ye Yuyan 

saw a little glowing sun in Hei Yuhua’s head he knew he was like him. 

Ye Yuyan said in shock, “A small sun. Is that a system? Yu’er, you... have you regressed like me!?” 

The crowd’s reactions, 

“Huh!? Is this a live proposal? What is he talking about system and such? A sci-fi jargon?” 

“That’s out of the blue. What nonsense is he talking about?” 

“Well, the vow to heaven is nonsense itself, where are the cameras?” 

His sudden words confuse the crowd and System Yang had no other choice but to temporarily stop the 

time in the world using another time scroll. 

System Yue brought out another time scroll and activated it. [Time. Stop.] 

Suddenly everything in the world stopped except for those involved with Hei Anjing and Vearth. Seeing 

this, Warden Lou and Yun Ming teleported to where they are, which shocked Ye Yuyan. 

Bewildered Ye Yuyan as he looked at Lou Wei and Yun Jie appeared in thin air. 

“T-Teleportation!?” exclaimed Ye Yuyan. 

Suddenly Lou Wei and Yun Jie kneeled before Hei Yuhua no... more like the being residing inside him. 

“Warden Lou (Yun Ming) greets Lord Hei!” 

And then before the eyes of Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua, Hei Anjing in his God form materialized in thin air. 

A dead gorgeous man with flowing light brown hair wearing a white robe with patterned black 

snowflakes at the edges appeared before them. 

Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua were amazed. This is the first time they had seen such a perfect being. His 

features were overly refined and flawless. Even his phoenix-shaped eyes were much more rarefied than 

Hei Yuhua, tall nose and thin lips upturned into a mischievous smile. A pair of silver irises as if it was 

made of two moons itself and an otherworldly presence that only Gods possess. 

Only the same thought crossed the mind of Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua. 

“Is this a real God?” 

Chapter 625: 12.27 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Awkwardness 

In his God Form, Hei Anjing who finally wakes up appears before the two mortals, Ye Yuyan and Hei 

Yuhua. His beauty is beyond the heavens and even his presence was overwhelming. His aura alone 

almost killed the two on the spot. Thankfully someone reminded him to retract his aura. 



System Yang advised, [Master, please retract your aura. These two are mortals and they couldn’t bear 

such a pure aura of divinity.] 

{Oh? I forgot. I’m in my God Form.} Hei Anjing retracted his overflowing qi and divinity and even 

changed his form from God to humanity. 

His long brown hair turns shorter and becomes black while his argent irises change to the shade of sea 

and sky, celestial blue. Even his ancient robes become modern wearing a loose white summer shirt with 

a brown shoe lace pattern on the chest part. It was partnered with tight light blue pants and simple 

cloth white sneakers. 

Then he sat on the free seat at the same table as Hei Yuhua and Ye Yuyan while waving his hands to 

Warden Lou and Yun Ming not far from him. 

Hei Anjing said, “You may stand up. Warden Lou, A’Ming. To think you’ve found us too soon.” 

Yun Ming and Warden Lou stood by the side of Hei Anjing respectfully when he heard his words about 

questioning how they were able to find them this fast. 

..... 

Yun Ming as Yun Jie answered, “Elder Hei Mo and Esteemed Lord Hei Sian worked together to find the 

Lord’s traces. With two direct bloodlines of Hei looking for the Lord, finding traces within all realms is 

not impossible. Plus, the Lord had direct blood connection with them, it was much easier than finding 

Lord God Ye.” 

Hei Anjing who was listening to his aide’s explanation waves his hand and a tumbler filled with his 

homemade milk tea appeared in thin air. The rest were used to it but for mortals like Ye Yuyan and Hei 

Yuhua this scene is not different from magic but one without tricks. They stare speechless at the scene 

while looking at the personal tumbler Hei Anjing took out from his space ring. He sips on his drink 

joyously while ignoring the surprised eyes on him. 

“How long is the duration of this Time scroll?” asked Hei Anjing while looking at the small moon and 

small sun floating near him. 

System Yang answered, [It would only last for 10 more minutes.] 

Hei Anjing responded, “Is that so? Then let’s continue the conversation at home. A’Ming, I leave the rest 

to you.” 

“Please leave it to me,” replied Yun Jie. 

“We will go ahead now. Don’t forget to send what was bought and the car with you,” said Hei Anjing. 

Warden Lou responded, “As Lord Hei wishes.” 

Hei Anjing nods his head at the two and looks at the dumbfounded mortals before him. He only needs to 

teleport all three of them back to the condominium. Ye Yuya and Hei Yuhua only felt their surroundings 

shift and suddenly they opened their eyes back home to their house living room. 



Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua looked around and saw familiar things at home. Hei Anjing didn’t stop the two 

from looking around as if to check whether this place is indeed their house or not. Hei Anjing watches 

them as he takes out a few more snacks in his space and eats with gusto while watching the television in 

the living room. 

After an hour of looking around, Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua sat back in the living room only to see their 

table full of desserts. There are cream puffs, muffins, scones, brownies, and more. Then they saw the 

one who called himself God munching on it though he was still as graceful as he looks. 

Seeing such mouthwatering desserts of all kinds before him, Hei Yuhua couldn’t help but want to eat. Of 

course, Hei Anjing noticed his hunger and chuckled. 

“Eat. Go eat with me. You two must be tired of going around the house multiple times.” said Hei Anjing 

as he waved his hands once more and brought out a few bottles of wine, cheese, and salted biscuits for 

someone like Yu Yuyan who doesn’t like sweets. “Here. Eat this. You don’t like sweets right?” He said to 

the mortal prosecutor. 

The three were eating in silence while only Ye Yuyan looked impatient as if he wanted to ask lots of 

questions to the two hamster-like beings munching on sweets. Hei Anjing looked at him with a playful 

smile. 

Hei Anjing spoke, “Go ahead and ask your questions. While I’m still awake that is~” 

Ye Yuyan glanced at Hei Yuhua and saw him avoiding his eyes as if guilty of something. 

“Can... Can you return all my memories of my last life to me?” asked Ye Yuyan. 

This question not only made Hei Yuhua flinch, he even started distancing himself away from Ye Yuyan. It 

wasn’t only because of guilt of hiding things from him but also of his instinctive fear whenever Hei 

Yuhua recalls that violent and cold-hearted version of Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Anjing watches them entertained. His thin cerise lips were upturned in a smile watching the scene 

before they unfold. 

“It’s not that I can’t but... Whether you wanted to do so or not? If I did return all your memories, the 

current you might not harm Yuhua but would you be able to promise that the old you wouldn’t? After 

all, you with all the memories intact had treated Yuhua... Un! Not too well~” said Hei Anjing. 

Ye Yuyan’s determination wavered at this moment and saw Hei Yuhua hiding behind Hei Anjing while 

looking at him. He couldn’t help but smile sadly when he saw how Hei Yuhua reacted this way. Just 

based on how he is acting right now, obviously he in those nightmares never treated Hei Yuhua as kindly 

as he does. But somewhere in his heart, a voice was telling him that he would never hurt him again. The 

contents of his vows were not only his feelings alone but also from him he doesn’t remember. 

“I... I don’t know. But... I can say that the me with memories has always loved you the same way I do. 

The contents of that vow I made with the heavens, the feeling imprinted into those words wasn’t mine 

alone. That version of me who ended up losing you chose to throw away his destined ending with 

someone and follow you to death as he couldn’t accept the fact that he lost you.” explained Ye Yuyan. 



Hei Yuhua was stunned by what he heard and looked at Hei Anjing as if asking how this man could say 

such words especially when he doesn’t have his memories at all. 

Hei Anjing answered Hei Yuhua’s questions and explained, “His soul is the same as the man from your 

timeline. The only difference is that Yue had sealed his memories as he doesn’t have permission from 

the heavenly laws of this world. Only I have the authorization to go above them. But I was only able to 

give that permission to you alone as I fell asleep right after. To protect Ye Yuyan’s soul from being 

destroyed, sealing that timeline’s memories is the only way of survival. But I am awake now. I could give 

him the same privilege as I gave to you as long as you agree.” 

“Why are you asking me about this?” asked Hei Yuhua. 

Hei Anjing spoke, “It is your body I am residing in. The wishes or conditions I will agree to are those 

you’ve made. While the ones he (Ye Yuyan) asks for will be fulfilled by my husband that was sleeping 

inside him.” nov𝗲𝑙𝑈𝓈𝓑/𝗰/o\𝓂 

Hei Yuhua bit his lips as he looked at the smiling Hei Anjing and the nervous Ye Yuyan. Behind him, he 

didn’t see System Yang and System Yue swaying as if shaking their heads. 

Obviously, Lord Hei is playing with these two. As a God from Vearth, one with supreme standing, Lord 

Hei could do whatever he wants, even destroying a world would be easy for him. But he was the two 

mortals overthink as if playing a trick on them, that is without their consent. 

Ye Yuyan could see the hesitation in Hei Yuhua’s eyes. To him, their current situation is nicer than the 

one from their previous life. He likes this caring, a bit bully but kind Ye Yuyan. While he is scared of the 

aggressive and always grumpy Ye Yuyan from their past life. He could still recall the days when he was 

treated not even better than a stray cat in the alley. 

Even when he is sick. Ye Yuyan would look at him as if he is playing delicately on purpose even when he 

was accidentally cut or injured during their raids, Ye Yuyan would never show him kindness or worry. He 

is being treated as a black sheep in the group made up of people that are supposed to be his comrades. 

Even the determined and slightly ecstatic expression of Ye Yuyan that night at the pier is very vivid in his 

memories. He could see that he was very happy at the opportunity to kill him at that moment. The joy 

on Ye Yuyan’s face at that time was like a knife stabbing his heart. It was extremely painful and numbing. 

After losing all hope for this man’s forgiveness, he taunted him to shoot him as he wished. Giving the 

man the latter the opportunity to get what he wanted. An act of revenge made up of countless 

misunderstandings. 

Hei Yuhua looked straight at Ye Yuyan’s eyes, making the latter flinch. His current expression was not as 

cold as wanted it is to be. Instead, Hei Yuhua looks a bit pitiful with the corner of his eyes reddening as if 

holding back an indescribable pain and sadness. Seeing this expression left Ye Yuyan speechless and 

regretful. 

Hei Yuhua suddenly stood up and said, “Please give him back his memories. I want to return to my room 

for a bit. I also don’t need dinner.” Then he heads to his room and locks the door after him. 

Ye Yuyan reached out his hand wanting to stop him for a moment but in the end, didn’t do so as the 

atmosphere between them already became awkward the moment Hei Anjing woke up. In the first place, 



he didn’t know that Hei Yuhua was like him. Someone who had regressed from the future timeline and 

come back to the past. 

Plus, it seems that unlike him, Hei Yuhua had his full memories of that future timeline unlike his. 

Ye Yuyan mumbled, “No wonder he didn’t kill me that night at the hotel. For an agent like him killing me 

who was drugged to the point of intoxication.” 

“Of course, he can’t kill you. Aside from his daughter, he loves you the most. Even if you are one of the 

sources of his misery in that timeline~” said Hei Anjing who suddenly appeared in front of Ye Yuyan. 

Ye Yuyan was startled. Ever since Hei Anjing appeared out of thin air had heightened his guard all this 

time but he didn’t even notice this person approaching at all. No sounds or movements just as if in a 

blink of an eye he appeared before him just like that. 

When he turned around he met those deep blue eyes but when he felt like averting his gaze his body 

suddenly couldn’t move at all. 

Ye Yuyan’s thoughts, ‘My body... won’t move!?’ 

“Don’t struggle. You can’t go against me anyway. I just want to check on the person sleeping inside of 

you.” said Hei Anjing. 

Before Ye Yuyan could react, Hei Anjing’s souk went inside Ye Yuyan. Three souls in one body are too 

much to bear for Ye Yuyan. He immediately fainted the moment Hei Anjing’s soul entered him. It was 

such a very deep sleep like a coma. 

System Yue and System Yang who were left behind had no other choice but to clean up after Lord Hei. 

They materialized in their human forms and split up the work. 

System Yang carried Ye Yuyan to his room and let him sleep properly on the bed before returning to the 

living room to clean up all the desserts and snacks left behind. The two also took their time to eat what 

they wanted while waiting for Lord Hei to return. 

Zhi Yue asked, “A’Yang, do you think Lord Hei could wake up Lord God Ye?” 

“I don’t know. His current cultivation had degraded to mere that of a God. From its original Celestial God 

Stage down to just God Stage. He might not be able instantly up Lord God Ye but... healing his soul 

should suffice.” answered Zhi Yang. 

“Lord Hei’s soul is getting weaker as he told us before. Even if we wanted to help him, we cannot as this 

is what he is supposed to become during the Second Trial of revival.” Zhi Yue spoke, “Moreover, I heard 

that Milord’s soul fragment from the Game world we are supposed to enter would be retrieved by the 

God of Void. In the last world, it was also him who would enter with Lord Hei. After this world, is Milord 

going to come back with us to the Netherworld?” 

“He needs to. Whether he likes it or not. He needs to return to merge the remaining soul fragments 

before his soul core comes back with Lord Hei.” said Zhi Yang. 

Sighing. System Yue commented, “Milord would definitely not agree to return to the Netherworld 

alone.” 



“Let’s leave it to Lord Hei to come up with something. Better not get involved in married couples’ 

fights,” said Zhi Yang. 

The two systems agreed anonymously with this decision. Both of their Lords were people they couldn’t 

defy anyway. They are just going to be good and act like perfect background characters. 

Chapter 626: 12.28 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Resolving Misunderstandings 

After getting knocked out by the man who called himself God, Ye Yuyan woke up in a place filled with 

white walls, sky, and earth. Everything around him from all angles is white in color. He couldn’t even 

comprehend which direction he was walking to, but he could still hear his footsteps which left the 

situation eerie. 

He wanders in the white world without anyone guiding him despite this weird phenomenon Ye Yuyan 

remains calm. Too calm as if he wouldn’t be harmed or locked in here. He continued to walk around 

until he saw broken mirror fragments within the white sea. He walked around and approached the 

closest mirror and saw something that had surprised him. 

Another scene of that night in that hotel was played before his eyes. He and Hei Yuhua were both 

drugged by the ecstasy flower. But he on the other hand had lost control of his sanity and grabbed Hei 

Yuhua pressing him down on the bed. He was like a lustful wild beast as he forcefully took Hei Yuhua 

under him. At first, Hei Yuhua still had the energy to beg him to stop but as if he lost his complete 

rationality he continued his act of one-sided desires and lust. 

Until Hei Yuhua pressed under him gave up pleading and let him down violently. It was very hard for him 

to watch the scene. He is like a mindless piece of trash that has gone insane from drugs. Thankfully he 

wasn’t the kind to be abusive towards his omega under such circumstances, except for thrusting into 

him for a very long time, he didn’t do anything else. 

But no matter what the reason it is, the actions he had taken were nothing but rape even under the 

strong influence of illegal drugs. He saw himself stopped once he completely marked Hei Yuhua and 

knotted inside of him. It took a very long time before both of them were finally knocked out by extreme 

fatigue and drugs. 

He, who was badly drugged, took a while before he woke up. The next morning, Hei Yuhua woke up with 

numbness and pain all over his body. There are a few bruises due to over-marked kiss marks on his fair 

skin and even bite marks he had left behind that night. 

Ye Yuyan could only watch the scene of Hei Yuhua’s struggles to push him away with his weakened arms 

and trembling tries to sit up and fail multiple times. He could hear him moaning and groaning in pain as 

he tried to move. It took a whole half an hour before Hei Yuhua could barely sit up on the edge of the 

bed. nov𝐄𝒍𝑈𝔰𝑩.𝗰\o/𝓂 

..... 

The Hei Yuhua in the mirror looked at an unknown horizon with lifeless eyes. Yes, dull eyes as if they 

didn’t have any life in them. A deadpan gaze that left one speechless and made one guess whether this 

person is still alive or not. 



The Hei Yuhua in that mirror looks so delicate, broken, and fragile. When tears stroll down from his 

lifeless eyes Ye Yuyan couldn’t almost stop himself from destroying the mirror in front of him but he 

stopped at the last minute. His remorse and hatred from the him in that mirror could only be halted as 

he bit his lower lips until it bleeds. His eyes turn bloodshot unknowingly whether it was because of 

extreme sadness, overwhelming regret, or hatred for himself reflected in that mirror. 

He resumed watching what was playing in the mirror and saw Hei Yuhua almost crawling towards his 

scattered and torn clothes on the ground looking for some kind of energy booster medicine hidden 

inside. He found a healing booster in his pants pockets and immediately injected one into his arms. 

Within a few minutes, the medicine instantly took effect and lessened the dark bruises on his body even 

though the intense pain in that hidden part of his had lessened enough to stop his legs from being 

completely soft as jelly. 

After feeling his legs returning to normal even a bit, Hei Yuhua tried standing but his legs still couldn’t 

help but shake. It’s a natural effect of over-indulgence to lustful actions from last night. Though he was 

forced, his body was still affected more than he expected. 

Walking in baby steps, Hei Yuhua finally reached the bathroom and took a bath. He was even able to 

take a short nap inside the bathroom while he was bathing. This short rest allowed his body to regain 

the energy to stand up normally. Wearing a bathrobe from the bathroom he comes out and finds his 

phone. He dialed for Yun Jie to ask the latter to bring him a change of clothes in the room he is in right 

now. 

His lifeless eyes were replaced with an emotionless gaze instead. He looked coldly at the things in the 

room, the scattered clothes, the weird scenes inside the room, and that unconscious man on the bed. 

His silver eyes lingered longer on the sleeping Ye Yuyan and his argent irises glinted with a dangerous 

vibe. 

When he averted his eyes from the slumbering man on the bed, the gun placed at the side table caught 

his eyes. He walked slowly towards it and picked it up. Staring at it for a moment, Hei Yuhua removed 

the safety on it and pointed the end of the gun at the sleeping Ye Yuyan on the bed. 

At this moment, Ye Yuyan finally learned the meaning of Hei Yuhua’s code name in Aster. Frost. It could 

also mean ice or snow. Like its characteristics of it. It was beautiful yet cold and dangerous. 

Ye Yuyan watches as Hei Yuhua was about to pull the trigger but stopped when he felt his phone vibrate. 

A message from Yun Jie saying his clothes were left at the door hindered him from killing the man. Hei 

Yuhua put down the gun and stepped back only to accidentally kick the man’s wallet leaving it open. 

Hei Yuhua picked up the wallet looking for the man’s identity but he was stunned when he saw it. Two 

photos inside the wallet. One is a family picture with one of the adult men being the current prime 

minister of the country and the other is a photo of two children holding each other’s hand. In the 

background of the second photo is the familiar old house. It was the remote building of the orphanage 

he grew up in before working for the government. 

One of the boys looks like the owner of the wallet and the other one is a child version of his face. Only 

then did Hei Yuhua know the identity of the drugged man. 



With his chapped lips trembling, Hei Yuhua whispered, “Yan... -gege!? Impossible! He is the son of the 

Prime Minister!?” Ye Yuyan saw Hei Yuhua’s expression of disbelief as if denying this truth. 

Upon picking up his clothes and changing into Hei Yuhua’s eyes couldn’t help but linger on the photo in 

that wallet. That was him in his childhood and the childhood sweetheart who had made the promise of 

being together. He never expected to meet his beloved in such a place and situation. Hei Yuhua chooses 

to run away from reality. 

Then only the scene of him waking up in confusion saw no one by his side. He looked around in 

confusion with a headache that almost killed him. Only then does the scene in the mirror replay the 

scenes from the being as if in an endless loop. 

Ye Yuyan chose not to destroy this thing in front of him as he realized that this object that looks like a 

broken mirror fragment might be a part of his original memories. He looked around and found more 

things like this one. While thinking about how to get it and bring it back to reality Ye Yuyan touched the 

fragment with his hands. As soon as his fingers made contact the fragment disappeared as if he 

absorbed it and something like a copy of the record of what he had seen appeared vividly in his mind. 

Ye Yuyan muttered, “It was indeed my memory. But to think I need to touch it to absorb it, did God give 

me a choice to choose which memory to keep and to not? Fair enough but... I will keep everything with 

me.” 

He once again started walking towards the other fragments. He found happy memories among the rest 

and things about his daughter, Ye Huahua. Memories of how he met his daughter for the first time. How 

he took good care of her for a whole year and the real reason behind that scene was where he had seen 

Hei Yuhua for the first time as he thought. 

That one night, where his secondary house was suddenly on fire while he was at work. This house was 

especially both by him and it was different from his condominium. At that time, he thought it was better 

to have a detached house. One that is within a subdivision for his daughter’s growing environment as 

she gets older. He even hired professional nannies and bodyguards to look after his daughter while he is 

at work. 

Now he finally knows what really happened. This memory fragment doesn’t seem to be his memory as it 

had a third-party perspective from some Godly angles. On the mirror fragment, he saw the scene that 

unfolds that day. As expected it had something to do with the Red Poppy Syndicate. They were trying to 

assassinate his daughter who has the same bloodline as the Prime Minister. 

It was by coincidence that it was Hei Yuhua who received this mission from the Syndicate when he was 

acting as the double agent. At that time, the one with a code name, Iris, received the same mission with 

the assassination target of Ye Yuyan’s daughter. 

The scenes were planned ahead of time by Hei Yuhua. It was also him who anonymously gave him a call 

informing him about the assassination that day. Hei Yuhua used Iris as a decoy or so that’s what he 

thought he was, but unknowingly, Hei Yuhua made sure he wouldn’t notice Ye Yuyan’s arrival and get 

killed by him, on his way of getting back home. 



Hei Yuhua killed the other subordinates from the Syndicate who came with them. He massacred them 

all silently while Iris is busy getting the professional bodyguards away from the house. While he did his 

job of assassinating the target and removing all traces. 

He burns the house and removes all traces of his real plan while carrying his daughter in his embrace 

and secretly passes her to Yun Jie who came to meet him secretly that night. Of course, he made sure 

the rats under the command of the Syndicate didn’t notice anything against his mission as he made sure 

of the safety of his child. 

When Ye Yuyan the mirror got back home he saw the scene of his house burning and Hei Yuhua standing 

detached from the prying crowd of people while covered in full black clothing and a black hoodie to 

cover half of his face. But the coldness that the depth of his eyes possessed and his blank face of him 

that night made him look like a psychopath watching his crime unfold before him. 

To prevent his daughter’s sudden death without any corpse he allowed himself to be captured by Ye 

Yuyan where he was deemed as the youngest serial killer and hidden agent of the Red Poppy Syndicate. 

Ye Yuyan who was watching this memory fragment was in a state of disbelief. He never thought that on 

the night he thought he lost his daughter, the truth that was hidden for him was now being shown in the 

perspective only a God could have. All the sacrifices Hei Yuhua made to protect him and their daughter 

from the Syndicate, he now knows. 

Watching the rest of his memories where he abused his authority when they’ve worked together to 

capture hidden Executives of the Red Poppy in their country and tortured while treating Hei Yuhua with 

a revolted expression every time they are together. Even violently beating Hei Yuhua up or forcefully 

molesting him during those times, Ye Yuyan finally understood why Hei Yuhua showed fear when Lord 

Hei asked him whether to return his memories or not. 

If this is what happened in their previous life, forget about living together. Just the fact that Hei Yuhua 

didn’t kill him in the hotel that night showed how much the love he has for him is real. Especially giving 

him the second chance to atone for everything he had done in their previous life. 

Ye Yuyan murmured with tears strolling down his cheeks all reaching out towards the mirror image of 

Hei Yuhua trying to touch him but abruptly stopping as he knew the memory would be absorbed in him 

once he made contact. 

“Yu’er, I understand. Thank you for giving me a second chance and permission to stay by your side in 

this life once again. This time I will be the one to protect you and our daughter.” 

Chapter 627: 12.29 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Sleeping Ye Xiajie 

Ye Yuyan in that unknown space gathered as many memories that he owns and some that he doesn’t. 

Even some scenes that show the future and involve the Red Poppy Syndicate were collected by him. 

Some of the mirror fragments were obviously made by the God who called himself Hei Anjing and 

indirectly helped them for the future where they will once again have to clash with them. 

With the special skill, Telepathy, bestowed to them by Hei Anjing. Communication through their 

thoughts would be a much easier way of exchanging information. Plus, in this life, they are on the same 

side and both know what is happening in reality. Unlike in their previous world where only Hei Yuhua 

knows the truth and Ye Yuyan was hidden in the dark. At that time, Ye Yuyan was only an ordinary police 



officer. If he was working as a hidden agent instead, the government would have allowed Hei Yuhua to 

ask for his help then all those misunderstandings wouldn’t have happened at all. 

While Ye Yuyan was busy on his own somewhere within his soul, Hei Anjing had found his husband’s 

sleeping soul. System Yue had placed Milord’s soul at the deepest and safest part of Ye Yuyan’s soul. 

Somewhere even hard for Ye Yuyan to come into. Within the subconsciousness of Ye Yuyan, Hei Anjing 

finally found Ye Xiajie. 

Ye Xiajie had his eyes closed within that dark area of subconsciousness. No one knew how System Yue 

placed a bed in this place where he had allowed Lord God Ye to continue sleeping. Hei Anjing reached 

out a hand to touch his beloved’s soul and noticed that the merged soul fragments within Ye Xiajie’s soul 

were affected when they suddenly had fallen into this world. 

Helplessly, Hei Anjing mumbled, “You shouldn’t have blocked the impact of our fall alone. You’ve almost 

fragmented your soul the second time. You fool.” 

He caresses Ye Xiajie’s cheek with his hands and sits at the edge of the bed. Then Hei Anjing started 

checking his husband’s current state and saw his soul in chaos due to the space distortion they entered 

without any preparation. Ye Xiajie’s compatibility with space elements is almost nonexistent. So when 

he protected Hei Anjing when they first fell into this world his soul had no protection at all causing the 

current chaotic state of his soul. This situation can be considered a soul injury. 

Hei Anjing mumbles, “The world tree that could heal souls I have in my Dimensional space was left 

behind at the Netherworld. I must build a qi gathering formation with him at the center. So the world qi 

would help in stabilizing his soul. Moreover, I remembered the Willow Tree God before giving me a 

heavenly wisteria tree sprout. It would help the energy pulled in the formation purified and enhanced.” 

..... 

Hei Anjing looked around his space for the materials needed to create the formation and started 

working on it. It took a few hours for him to make such a small yet detailed qi gathering formation 

around his husband. He also placed the wisteria tree sprout near his husband’s bed. 

He had to temporarily activate his domain to bless the formation and create a space where he could 

temporarily materialize his soul. He needs to use his blood essence and feeds it to the wisteria tree 

sprout to allow it to grow faster than normal with two drops of blood essence on the tree sprout and 

under the naked eye of Hei Anjing the sprouting tree into a magnificent tree with fresh, beautiful and 

blooming wisteria flowers. 

The whitish purple flowers of the wisteria tree were in full bloom. With the support of his Winter 

domain, a few ice crystals were made to enhance the capabilities of this Heavenly Flower Tree. Most 

Heavenly Wisteria trees grow in extremely cold places, especially beside ice crystals which helps them 

keep their flowers blooming and their fragrance purifies the air and qi within a certain radius. 

Once Hei Anjing activated the formation, the Heavenly Wisteria Tree started swaying his branches lightly 

causing the scent of flowers to get stronger and the qi gathered by the array much more refined and 

purified. This enhanced world energy would enter his husband’s soul and helps him not only soothe his 

soul but also repair it. After all, except for his soul core, Ye Xiajie’s soul is already almost complete. 



Hei Anjing’s lips curled into a smile seeing Ye Xiajie’s chaotic soul slowly calm down and at the same 

time started healing his soul injuries. 

“With this, the formation should be enough to help you collect the world’s energy faster so your soul 

could get stronger as it heals,” murmured Hei Anjing as he stood up from his squatting position as he 

planted the tree. 

But a strong feeling of dizziness and nausea hits his whole being. He only temporarily materialized to 

give away his blood essence to make the sprout grow but how precious blood essence is. It is blood 

taken directly from his heart and the energy it possesses is as strong as what a cultivator dantian would 

possess. Giving away such precious blood would also cause one’s cultivation to degrade. 

Hei Anjing was weakened to the point he only had the strength of a High god in the last world. Giving 

away two drops of blood essence his current cultivation had dropped to one that he only possessed 

strength as a Demigod. But he is a true born god so even if his soul is much stronger than normal 

ascended Gods. Sadly, this is only a soul fragment of his. Though he had the memories his real 

cultivation had also split accordingly when his soul had fragmented. 

To remove the effects of losing blood essences, he materialized and returned to his soul form. But now 

he is more translucent than his solid soul form before. He is almost transparent. Looking at his see-

through hands, Hei Anjing couldn’t help but sigh. 

He doesn’t mind at all. He is running out of time already. Plus, after this unknown star, there is only one 

world left to be completed before the second trial ends. Afterward, his husband would completely 

revive and all his sacrifices would not be wasted as the God of Void and Netherworld would finally 

return. 

Hei Anjing approached the bed once again but this time he lowered his head and allowed his lips to 

touch Ye Xiajie’s lips. He kissed him with purest love and affection. 

Then he whispered with a small yet exquisite smile on his lips. “I’ll wait for you to wake up, my love,” 

said Hei Anjing before disappearing from that subconsciousness and looking for the original owner of 

the body they are in. 

He found Ye Yuyan walking around the memory bank System Yue created. This is the location where he 

had sealed the memories of Ye Yuyan. Of course, he didn’t forget to fill in some parts that would clear 

up all the misconceptions from their previous life. 

Now Ye Yuyan knew that behind each coincidence from his past life had a meaning into it and most of it 

had something to do with his destined mate, Hei Yuhua. Hei Anjing waited until Ye Yuyan gathered all 

the memories scattered in the white space. He didn’t even feel tired in this place and not only his energy 

but his speed and strength were enhanced in this weird white world. 

Just as he finished collecting all his memories, Ye Yuyan looked around thinking about how he should get 

out of this white space no matter how he thought of a way. Just when he was about to give up, he felt a 

weight on his shoulder and turned around to see this otherworldly man floating like a ghost. 



Ye Yuyan even noticed his figure was a bit translucent but chose not to ask when he saw the 

mischievous yet fake smile on his face. His instincts were warning him how dangerous this being in front 

of him is. 

“You’re... here. Are we going back to reality?” asked Ye Yuyan. “You’ve seen your husband?” 

“Yes, he is still sleeping as expected. Sigh~ that sleepyhead. Anyway~ I think you’ve seen and got what 

you wanted in this place. How are you going to act around Yuhua?” asked Hei Anjing. 

Ye Yuyan’s eyes showed different emotions than before he entered this white space. Before he got back 

his memories, his eyes were filled with urgency yet hesitation and desire to know the truth. In short, he 

only hesitated when he saw Hei Yuhua’s reaction upon hearing Hei Anjing could return Ye Yuyan’s full 

memories of that timeline but deep inside Ye Yuyan, he didn’t want to be the only person in the group 

that was left out and didn’t know what is really happening. 

So when he saw a system appearing beside Hei Yuhua, he knew that this person is like him. One that 

regressed from the future. But unlike him, Hei Yuhua has his full memories while on the other hand, he 

doesn’t. Because of this, Ye Yuyan felt left out but didn’t openly complain or ask questions when he saw 

the fear hidden within Hei Yuhua’s eyes. 

Ye Yuyan smiled helplessly when he heard Hei Anjing’s question and answered, “Same as always. I will 

continue to show him my love and care. I would protect him no matter the situation and support him 

and anything he wanted. If he doesn’t want me to know our past then I will act as if I know nothing. 

Everything is for him, he has already sacrificed enough and now it is my turn to do so. As the only person 

in this world worthy of goodness and happiness, I wanted it to be my Yu’er.” 

Hei Anjing hummed when he heard Ye Yuyan’s reply. 

Humming~ 

“Well~ that is also a choice but this Lord doesn’t think it was the right choice. Have you forgotten the 

cause of all misunderstandings in your previous life? Though at that time the world plot was at work, 

don’t you think the plot would have longed to be destroyed as long as both of you had honestly 

expressed your feelings for each other. Opening your heart and soul to the other is hard but don’t you 

think it is a waste of time to hesitate. 

Because you had hesitated once, your situation becomes awkward and distant. Despite loving each 

other, because of distrust, everything was destroyed. In any world, unless he reaches out to you all to 

get what you want, you would never get a chance. Be courageous, human. Second chances only happen 

once.” preached Hei Anjing. 

Ye Yuyan understood his words but retorted, “What if you did everything you wanted and still failed to 

get it?” nov𝖾𝓛𝓊𝐒𝑩.𝒸\o/𝑀 

“With me here, would you still fail? Fate only listens to those who don’t give up no matter what 

consequences or hardship they’ve undergone. Yes, like how Hei Yuhua didn’t wish to give up life even 

after his heart was shot by the man he loves the most. Yuhua is too good for you~” said Hei Anjing. 

“Your daughter is so adorable as well. Like my son, Xiajing.” 



Ye Yuyan feels that the God in front of him is too unpredictable and temperamental. He would be 

smiling at first and angry at second then serious next. It is very hard to read this kind of man. But he had 

a feeling that the other god in him must be amazing as well. If not, how could he marry such a scary 

person? 

Hei Anjing’s playful smile faded and narrowed his eyes at Ye Yuyan. 

“I have a feeling that you are talking trash about me right now,” complained Hei Anjing. 

Ye Yuyan said, “I did not. I was thinking of how I should approach Yu’er after I woke up.” 

Hmp! 

“It’s simple. Just be honest and tell him everything. Open up your heart and trust him wholeheartedly. 

You should be able to do so as long as you love him with your everything like how you had made that 

vow to the heavens.” said Hei Anjing. 

Thinking of the vow he made when he still doesn’t have his memories yet already promised himself to 

the other Ye Yuyan couldn’t help but smile. At that time, he could recall Hei Yuhua’s cute shocked little 

face. He is such an innocent bun when it comes to showing his feelings. He even saw his lips instinctively 

curling into a smile. It shows how much he liked the vow he had made. 

Ye Yuyan said, “Indeed, I should just be honest with everything.” 

Unknown to him Hei Anjing’s thoughts are, ‘Good. Now there is a third henpecked husband in the 

making after my love and the warden of A’Ming.’ 

Chapter 628: 12.30 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Reconciliation 

After the conversation between Ye Yuyan and Hei Anjing, the latter finally brought them back to reality. 

Ye Yuyan opened his eyes and saw that he was back in his room and Hei Anjing had once again floated 

like a ghost inside the room. Obviously, just got out of his body. 

Ye Yuyan checked the time on his phone placed on the side table and noticed only half an hour had 

passed in reality. As if noticing what he is confused about, Hei Anjing cleared his confusion. 

Hei Anjing spoke, “There is no exact time duration inside one’s body. You can even stay a lifetime in that 

place and wake up in reality with only a few days passing. The dream realm is another dimension that 

you mortals could hardly have control over. Plus, this domain is under the authority of my cousin so 

even I have no complete control over it. This is a normal outcome.” 

“I will talk to Yu’er tonight. Do you think it’s okay?” asked Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Anjing replied, “Much better. I, System Yue, and System Yang would go next door. Go clear up things 

with Yuhua. A piece of advice. You and Yuhua should have already received the skill ‘Telepathy’ I gave 

before. It can be used as long as you think deeply about what you want to convey. This includes 

memories or things you’ve experienced, heard, or seen. Good luck~” 

Once saying his part, Hei Anuing disappeared in thin air. Ye Yuyan could no longer see him. He who was 

left behind in the room was still a bit reluctant to talk to Hei Yuhua especially now that he got back all 

his memories. The scenes where he treated Hei Yuhua so badly in that timeline made him feel unworthy 



of loving him. But Hei Anjing says that the best way to solve their situation is, to be honest, and open up 

his heart wholeheartedly to the latter. 

Ye Yuyan laid back down on his bed and looked at the ceiling of his room. His bedroom was so silent as 

the God called Hei Anjing disappeared from it. He silently watches above his head thinking of ways or 

how he should explain things to Hei Yuhua. 

..... 

He thought of many ways in doing so but in the end, he chose to do none and just honestly tell Hei 

Yuhua his real feelings. As for whether the results will end up good or not, he was willing to accept 

anything and in the end, he would protect Hei Yuhua regardless of what the latter thinks. 

Ye Yuyan mumbled as he covered his eyes with his arm, “Let’s confess everything honestly. As for 

whatever happens I will protect Yu’er no matter what.” 

On the other hand, in Hei Yuhua’s room. 

Hei Yuhua was lying on his bed hugging a pillow. His eyes would always dart at the room of his room 

uneasily. He regretted what he did just now. Not the decision to allow Ye Yuyan to get back his 

memories but instead, the way he had shown his fear and loneliness when he learned about the 

situation, and then he had seen the sadness and confusion on Ye Yuyan’s face when he suddenly took 

off. At that time, Ye Yuyan looks like he regrets asking about his memories. 

“I didn’t mean to make him sad. I was just... I’m afraid.” mumbled Hei Yuhua. 

Then suddenly he heard soft knocks on his door. 

Knock. Knock. 

Hei Yuhua was startled and tried to bury himself under the blanket when he heard the knock. He didn’t 

answer or reply to anything from the man who was knocking. The second time, the soft knocking was 

heard from the door. 

Knock. Knock. 

This time a low yet careful voice was heard opposite the closed door. It was the voice of Ye Yuyan as he 

expected. 

Ye Yuyan calls softly, “Yu’er?” 

Hei Yuhua didn’t reply but listened quietly. 

“I know you don’t want to see me right now but I wanted to say something to you. I will not enter the 

room but please at least listen to me,” said Yu Yuyan beyond the door of Hei Yuhua’s room. 

Ye Yuyan only received a silent response but this didn’t put his heart down and decided to be honest 

with Hei Yuhua as he planned. 

“Yu’er, I’m sorry.” 



“I know that the me in that timeline is an asshole. I’ve misunderstood everything about you and harmed 

you unconditionally.” 

“But please, believe me, my anger at that time is because I thought you’d killed Ye Huahua. I also didn’t 

know that she is our daughter and the man I’ve slept that night with is you. All those times I’ve been 

looking for the man in that hotel but no matter how many resources I’ve used I couldn’t find you at all. 

I’ve only learned that it was you, that day when you had given me custody of our daughter.” 

“Yu’er, I love you. I love you so so much. I do not care for the riches or the destiny bestowed on me by 

heaven. I only want you and our daughter. I’ve hurt you a lot before. I know. I will not go to ask you to 

forgive me. It is your right not to do so.” 

“I will also not ask you to stay by my side. If my presence makes you uncomfortable, I will leave, okay. 

Stay in this place. I will give you this building so you can live here freely. But please don’t get angry if you 

see me next time. I just... wanted to protect you even if I am no longer by your side.” 

“Yu’er, you deserve to be happy. Live well from now on,” said Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua felt the tears strolling down his face. He never knew about Ye Yuyan’s feelings for him. All 

along he thought that he had hated him because he is Hei Yuhua. But to think it was because of the 

misunderstandings thanks to the background of the role he had played. He has chosen the role as the 

youngest serial psychopathic killer because it fits the bill those in the Red Poppy Syndicate wanted him 

to portray as. 

Even though it was to protect their daughter, Hei Yuhua had never cleared their name as he thought 

that even if he did so, Ye Yuyan at that time would never believe him anyway. But Ye Yuyan mentioned 

that it was because he thought it was him who killed Ye Huahua that Ye Yuyan’s hatred for him was so 

deep. 

On the other hand, he thought that Ye Yuyan hated him because of that night at the hotel. He had 

always thought that Ye Yuyan knew that it was him, the one who slept with him that night and hated 

him for being precocious. 

But just now, he just learned he was wrong all this time. Ye Yuyan was looking for the man who slept 

with him that night because he wanted to take responsibility for him and their daughter, Ye Huahua. He 

was wrong all this time. They both misunderstood each other. Thinking of those years they had wasted 

because of a misunderstanding, Hei Yuhua couldn’t help but hate those who told him not to approach 

Ye Yuyan and explain things. 

Hei Yuhua still remembered that night at the hotel when he wanted to meet Ye Yuyan a few days after 

that day. At that time he was blocked by someone he never expected by the door. It was an inspector 

that worked under Ye Yuyan. His name is Yi Rouya. 

[A/n: Yi Rouya is the protagonist shou in the world plot.] 

Ye Yuyan calls once again, “Yu’er, are you there. I’ll leave now.” 

Once Hei Yuhua heard the fading footsteps of Ye Yuyan he stood up in a hurry and fell loudly to the 

ground. 



BANG! The loud sound of something falling was also heard by Ye Yuyan from outside the door who 

paused his step in panic. 

OW! 

Ye Yuyan panicked and entered the room even without permission. 

“Yu’er, are you alright!? I heard a loud... sound?” 

His voice paused when he saw the wiggling cocoon on the floor. Hei Yuhua had covered himself firmly 

with a blanket so when he suddenly stood up a few moments ago he tripped as expected and the 

blanket twisted even more around his body that he couldn’t even remove it on his own. 

He fell face first and barely managed to dodge with his whole body restrained by the blanket. Now his 

forehead is bare, his fall is deep red and almost purple. There is even a swollen one that almost looks 

like a horn growing on it. 

Hei Yuhua’s eyes were pooling with tears and his face was distorted obviously in pain. Under Ye Yuyan’s 

eyes, he looks like a pitiful and delicate yet adorable little baby. 

Ye Yuyan kneeled down and helped him up carefully while even blowing at his forehead. He helped him 

out of the blanket and carried him back to the bed. Hei Yuhua was staring at Ye Yuyan the whole time, 

his tears hanging in the corner of his eyes. 

Gently wiping Hei Yuhua’s tears with his long sleeves, Ye Yuyan asked worriedly, “Yu’er, are you okay? 

Your forehead is swollen, let me get the cooling spray. Wait for me here.” 

But before even Ye Yuyan could take a step his shirt was grabbed by Hei Yuhua. He turned around and 

saw Hei Yuhua staring at him directly in his eyes. This time his silver eyes are not showing fear but 

instead, he could feel Hei Yuhua’s feelings of love for him. 

With a bit of a muffled voice, Hei Yuhua said, “D-Don’t leave. Just live here with me. A’Yan don’t leave 

me again.” his tears once again fell. 

Hei Yuhua every time he saw Ye Yuyan’s back figure would recall the days in their past life when Hei 

Yuhua would be constantly ignored by Ye Yuyan. Even if he is injured or ill, Ye Yuyan never turns back to 

look at him. 

But this time is different, just seeing his tears Ye Yuyan would feel his heart burning. His body moves 

first before his mind. He turned around and hugged Hei Yuhua as both of them fell onto the bed. Ye 

Yuyan tightly embraced his beloved and coaxed him to stop crying. Kissing his forehead, his eyes, 

cheeks, nose, and lips. 

“Don’t cry, Yu’er. I won’t leave. As long as you want me to stay, I will always be by your side.” said Ye 

Yuyan. 

“AAAHH! it hurts!” 

Hei Yuhua shrieks when Ye Yuyan kisses his forehead. The pain from his big bump was too painful when 

touched. 



Ye Yuyan said, “Sorry! Let me get the cooling spray really quick.” He stood up in a flash and ran out of 

the room with a bang. The door was pushed with such great force that it was almost broken but Ye 

Yuyan. 

It only took a few minutes for Ye Yuyan to come back. Hei Yuhua, who saw no one in the living, 

remembered that Lord Hei, System Yue, and System Yang were all gone. He couldn’t see them 

anywhere. So when Ye Yuyan was treating his forehead he asked him where the rest had gone. 

Hei Yuhua asked, “A’Yan, where are Lord Hei, Yue and Yang?” 

“Lord Hei grabbed them and went next door to meet Lou Wei and Yun Jie,” answered Ye Yuyan. “Lord 

Hei wanted to give us space and privacy. He was also the one who told me to honestly say my true 

feelings and thoughts to you.” 

Hei Yuhua said, “Lord Hei is indeed kind. Though he would sometimes treat us as entertainment, I guess 

this is why he is indeed still a God.” nov𝖾𝓛𝓊𝐒𝑩.𝒸\o/𝑀 

“He is a God for real. But I haven’t met the one sleeping inside me. When Lord Hei checked just now it 

seems that the God inside is still asleep.” said Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua commented, “Since he is a God that could make Lord Hei love him so much he must also be 

amazing. You should ask for a greater reward for allowing him to rest inside you.” 

“I will listen to you, Yu’er,” said Ye Yuyan with a smile. 

Hei Yuhua once again remembered Yi Rouya from their previous life. He told Ye Yuyan what happened 

when he met Yi Rouya who blocked him by the door and prevented him from seeing him. It was because 

of that day that Ye Yuyan hated him for accidentally sleeping with him that night at the hotel. 

Ye Yuyan on the other hand was surprised to hear what Hei Yuhua told him. Yi Rouya only dropped by 

his condo once. But at that time his father and Lou Wei were also there. His father told him that Yi 

Rouya pestered them to allow him to meet him. But when he came with them as an extra guest. He 

never approached Ye Yuyan and instead guards the door. 

At that time Ye Yuyan was busy talking to his father about the omega he wanted to take responsibility 

for and was asking him for help while Lou Wei was there to report to him about a new case. But Yi 

Rouya never told him someone drops by wanting to visit him. 

Thinking about this, Ye Yuyan, who got back his memories, recalled this scene. He didn’t think much 

about it even though he thought that this man called Yi Rouya was weird. If not because his father is a 

comrade of his father, he wouldn’t even welcome his stranger in his condo. 

Hei Yuhua said, “Did he come over just to stop me on purpose?” 

“This... must be the case but... How did he know that you are coming over?” said Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua also thought this situation was very weird but after learning about the world plot, characters 

and story. He knew that things aren’t simple, especially since Yi Rouya is the chosen Protagonist Shou of 

their world. 



“I think it is better to ask Lord Hei about this. Plus, we need to talk about the mission given to us by Yue 

and Yang,” said Hei Yuhua. 

Ye Yuyan said, “My missions are simple daily interactions with you as the target. Eating together, 

cooking for you, serving you, and going on dates. These are my missions. How about you, Yu’er? What 

kind of missions do you have?” 

Hei Yuhua was so embarrassed when he heard how simple Ye Yuyan’s missions are while he is a total 

embarrassment. He didn’t even notice his face and ears turning crimson in shyness. 

‘What the hell? How come A’Yan’s missions are too easy!? While I have to eat my embarrassments 

every time I try to do my mission. Ahh! A’Yan can’t know or I would be bullied by this bad man. Hmph!’ 

Thoughts of Hei Yuhua while glaring and pouting at Ye Yuyan. 

Bewildered as he is, Ye Yuyan couldn’t understand why his future wife is pissed right now. Aren’t they 

just talking about what mission they have? 

“Yu’er, what’s wrong? Did I do something wrong?” asked Ye Yuyan but only a pouting Hei Anjing 

responded to him with a snort. 

Chapter 629: 12.31 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: The Protagonist Shou, Yi Rouya 

While the couple in the other condominium room was having a world on their own, Hei Anjing and Zhi 

Yue these two gossipers were munching on popcorn cooked by Zhi Yang as they watched the live 

streaming of the events unfolding in the other room. They don’t need modern surveillance as they have 

a high-world surveillance system installed in Zhi Yue and Zhi yang. They were treating Hei Yuhua and Ye 

Yuyan’s story like a movie. 

Zhi Yue commented, “Who is this Yi Rouya? Even if he is the Protagonist Shou there shouldn’t be a way 

for him to know Yuhua is coming over that day right? What do you think of Lord Hei?” 

“I think that the bump on Yuhua’s forehead looks painful. If you didn’t slow down his fall for a bit his 

forehead would be definitely bleeding right now~” Said Hei Anjing. 

Zhi Yue helplessly complained, “Lord Hei, I’m asking about that character Yi Rouya. Don’t you think it’s 

weird?” 

“It’s not that weird. There are two kinds of people who will appear in that situation. One is a world 

hopper like us and the second option is that Yi Rouya is a person who regressed like what we did to Hei 

Yuhua and Ye Yuyan.” answered Hei Anjing. 

Zhi Yang commented, “That character Yi Rouya’s background of the story is that the heavenly laws 

allowed him to regress with full memories of the future. He pushed Hei Yuhua to death to get the 

ending he wanted.” 

“This world is more complicated than the few worlds we entered,” said Lou Wei while massaging his 

wife’s shoulders. 

..... 



Yun Jie remained calm as always and said, “This is an S-class world. For A-class and S Classes worlds, 

rebirth, regression, reincarnation and transmigration are all possible.” 

Hei Anjing thought of something and said to Zhi Yang and Zhi Yue, “Yang, you have a copy of Hei Yuhua 

let me see it, Yue the same goes for Ye Yuyan’s memories. I need to make a comparison and find the 

flaws of that toy... I mean Yi Rouya’s movements.” 

Zhi Yang and Zhi Yue did as they were told. After giving Hei Anjing the memories of both Ye Yuyan and 

Hei Yuhua, he found what he was looking for. Every time Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua would be destined to 

meet at a certain place, Yi Rouya would interfere and force one of the pair to leave. Thus, this fated pair 

never got to meet each other except for the certain situation where one would hate the other. 

The others who watched as Lord Hei asked Yun Ming in Yun Jie’s to weave the two memories and 

reconstruct them so that the two memories would become one big plot for three people. Yun Ming as a 

former God of Fate can reconstruct a being’s whole life story in accordance with his wants. At that time 

as long as he doesn’t go against the divine laws and forcefully include his fate with another high-ranked 

God, he would have never ended up falling to the Nether System as a prisoner. 

Warden Lou was dumbfounded that his lover being able to do this means his memories and skills had all 

come back to him. But he who locked those memories can never be undone without the Nether keys in 

his possession. 

“But how? The Nether keys that lock your memories and skills are still on me?” asked Warden Lou in Lou 

Wei’s body. 

Yun Jie glanced at him and answered honestly, “In the world where my role is to be an Ice Spirit King, 

Lord Hei gave me a drop of his blood. Nether Keys’ main material is the blood of someone from the Mo 

Family. Lord Hei’s blood had the same effect as the keys. It is just that my memories return bit by bit the 

same happens with my skills. I just... didn’t tell you about it.” 

Lou Wei, “...” 

Hei Anjing said, “Don’t get angry, Warden~. As the Young Lord of the Nether System, I also have the 

privilege of pardoning prisoners in exchange for him serving me. I had chosen A’Ming as my aide. So in 

the future, he would be working with you. He cannot come back to the God System as God of Fate. That 

role had long been taken over by one of my cousins. nov𝔢𝐋𝗎𝐒𝓑dot𝗰/o/𝓶 

You should know them right? They are Uncle Mo Baojun and Uncle Shen Siwang’s sons. They are twins, 

the elder one is called Shen Wanyi and Shen Yaolan. Though they like using the surname Mo rather than 

Shen. Wanyi is the new God of Fate while Yaolan is the God of Dreams. 

So~ A’Ming can’t return to his former job. If you don’t accept him and allow him to work in the Nether 

System, A’Ming wouldn’t have a place to return to~” explained the God of Destruction. 

System Yue commented, “But to be able to stay in the Netherworld one would have to become a 

Nethergod. Lord Hei isn’t a Nethergod but he is a God of Destruction, the Nether System is under his 

jurisdiction as he is the wife of Lord God Ye. Sir Yun Ming would need to get married to someone from 

the Nether System to enter the records of the Nether world.” 



“Right. We are strict when it comes to the background of those who worked for the Nether System 

because those who might have connections outside would be partial once they saw their family 

members falling to imprisonment and destroying the stability of the Netherworld,” said System Yang. 

Calm as always, Yun Ming says, “It’s okay. I can just marry Wuye when that time comes.” 

The jolly System Yue said, “Kyaa~ how cheesy... A proposal on the spot!!” 

“Well, that’s okay then.” reacted System Yang, he is as cool as always. 

Lou Wei hugged Yun Jie like a big bear and said, “Yes, I will marry. I will marry you, Ming’er~” 

With a rare smile on Yun Jie’s face, he tried to calm the huge bear hugging him. He almost destroyed the 

task he was currently working on. 

“Calm down. I’m working now, dear,” said Yun Jie. 

Hei Anjing joined the fun and said, “After our trials let’s have a double wedding and leave for the 

honeymoon.” 

System Yang asked, “What about work then, Master?” 

“It’s okay. Let A’Liang and Jue-ge handle it. If not enough, A’Xia and I will ask someone else to help for a 

while too.” replied Hei Anjing. 

While the group was having fun playing around System Yue noticed the arrival of someone they didn’t 

expect, System Yue who had nothing to do would take control of the surveillance camera in the house of 

his lords or the road surveillance recordings. It is his hobby to gather things that involve the two lords. 

So when someone like Yi Rouya who is considered the Protagonist Shou of the world appeared they 

weren’t surprised. 

Hei Anjing looked like he was about to have something new to toy with. While Yun Jie who was merging 

two memories found out that today was supposed to be the day Prime Minister Ye would go visit his son 

and Lou Wei would come over to report. Yi Rouya asked the minister to bring him over as well with the 

excuse that he misses him. 

Lou Wei spoke, “That’s weird. I’ve already reported to the Prime Minister secretly about Hei Yuhua’s 

identity to him. Why did he still come over?” 

System Yang checked the past world records a few hours ago and saw the reason why the prime 

minister dropped by the place. 

“Found it. The communication between the Director of Aster, Wei Ying, and Prime Minister Ye had 

resumed when the identity of Hei Yuhua being an Agent of Aster was reported by Lou Wei. It was 

Director Wei who asked his friend to explain the current situation with Hei Yuhua and Ye Yuyan. Yi 

Rouya tagged along without permission but the old minister couldn’t push him away. So they ended up 

coming together.” explained Zhi Yang. 

Zhi Yue asked, “Why did that protagonist shou come over? Didn’t we change the identity of the 

protagonist gong to an unknown variable?” 



“Then he must have chosen Ye Yuyan who was a knight in his memories. What should we do, Lord Hei?” 

asked Yun Jie. 

Under the gaze of everyone, Hei Anjing’s lips curl into a smile until he smirks like an evil being. He looks 

like he is enjoying himself as he explained to them the plan. Zhi Yang and Zhi Yue returned to their 

avatar form where only a few beings can see them. Hei Anjing resumed his ghost form and only allowed 

Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua to see him aside from his group. 

Together with the two systems, Hei Anjing came over to the next room and explained the situation to 

the couple. On the other hand, Lou Wei and Yun Jie acted as they came over to report together with 

their designated bosses. Lou Wei came to report to Ye Yuyan while Yun Jie came for Hei Yuhua though 

this is only a part of the activities they planned to expose Yi Rouya to a different reality he had expected. 

By the time the Prime Minister arrived outside his son’s condominium with Yi Rouya, they saw Lou Wei 

who was about to knock on the door with Yun Jie standing beside him. Once the two recognize the 

Prime Minister they’ve greeted him accordingly. 

“Greetings to the Prime Minister!” said Lou Wei and Yun Jie. 

The Prime Minister was delighted to see them, especially Yun Jie. If an Agent from Aster, someone like 

Yun Jie, appears here that means that the person his son had fallen in love with is the same person he 

met at the hotel. It might have been an accident to sleep together at that time, but his son did the right 

thing to take responsibility for his actions. The old father was finally relieved that his son wouldn’t grow 

old alone as he thought he would be. 

‘This must be Agent Yun. The one who works with the top Agent of Aster. Does that mean my son and 

Agent Hei already live together? I wonder when I’ll be able to hug my grandchildren... Hoho~’ Thoughts 

of the Prime Minister as he returns the greeting to the two good young men before him. 

“Good. No formalities are needed. We would all become a big family soon. Are you two here to report?” 

asked the Prime Minister. 

Lou Wei smiled like a silly man and responded, “Well... The captain suddenly took a vacation and there is 

still some work left behind. I came to report about those.” 

“Same reason as above,” said Yun Jie. 

The Prime Minister knows that the young couple had been suspended temporarily. This is due to the 

sudden interaction between the police force and intelligence division. There is a need to stabilize the 

news first and hide a few things in secret. 

“Well, that is also true. Then you can come with this old man to meet the young couple.” said the Prime 

Minister. 

Meanwhile, Yi Rouya who didn’t expect to hear about his long-time crush suddenly having a lover felt 

like he was slapped on the face. He came over to stop Hei Yuhua from meeting Ye Yuyan. As though as 

long the two didn’t meet he would have successfully interfered with their fates to become lovers. 

The events unfolding before him are totally different from what he remembers. Not only did the other 

man he is destined with had not shown his face in his dreams, but he had longed to decide that this man 



is supposed to be his future lover. If there is someone who fits to become his mate then he wants it to 

be Ye Yuyan. 

He had such a dream. He even thought that some of the situations he had witnessed are the exact copy 

of the ones in his dreams. Like that night in the hotel where Ye Yuyan was drugged and slept accidentally 

with Hei Yuhua. So to Yi Rouya, as long as Hei Yuhua dies in the end, Ye Yuyan would become his. 

Yi Rouya panicked seeing that the scenes he had seen in his dreams and had thought would happen in 

reality were different from what he had expected and was now a bit frantic at the sudden changes. 

“I-Impossible... They aren’t supposed... to meet yet!?” exclaimed Yi Rouya. 

Lou Wei and Yun Jie stared at him indifferently as if watching him act like a clown. The Prime Minister on 

the other hand was weirded out, but how Yi Rouya was acting and reprimanded him on the spot. 

Prime Minister Ye said, “What’s wrong with you!? Suddenly shouting in front of someone else’s house, 

don’t you have manners?” 

“S-Sorry... Uncle... I’m just...” 

Click! 

The sound of the door opening was followed by someone’s voice asking, “Who was it? Please don’t be 

noisy in front of someone’s house! Eh..” 

Before Yi Rouya could complete his words the door nearest to them suddenly opens. Revealing Hei 

Yuhua who was wearing a clean, long and loose white sleeve and pants looking at the crowd outside the 

door. His surprise was shown on his face as he didn’t expect the arrival of these people. He only comes 

out to check where the noise outside is coming from. 

“Prime Minister? Brother Wei, A’Jie, what are you guys doing here?” asked Hei Yuhua. 

When in reality he and Ye Yuyan were watching the whole scene thanks to the live surveillance of 

System Yue. Hei Anjing ordered Hei Yuhua to come out at this time to provoke Yi Rouya further. 

The Prime Minister was caught off guard and didn’t know what he was supposed to say to his daughter-

in-law who suddenly appeared out of nowhere. Lou Wei and Yun Jie stayed silent while waiting for the 

show to progress. Then coming out of the house after Hei Yuhua is Ye Yuyan who was wearing the same 

type of clothes as Yuhua but black in color. They are obviously wearing a couple attire. Which looks 

annoying in the eyes of Yi Rouya. 

“Yu’er, what’s wrong? Who came over?” 

Ye Yuyan even reached out a hand and held Hei Yuhua’s waist as soon as he stood beside him. 

Looking at his dumbfounded father, Ye Yuyan grinned and said, “Old man you came to visit. Are you 

here to check on your daughter-in-law?” 

“D-Don’t be rude, A’Yan,” said Hei Yuhua to Ye Yuyan as he tried to pull away from the claws that were 

grabbing his waist. He even whispered to Ye Yuyan, “Let go. There are elders.” 



“No. What’s wrong with me hugging my wife? The old man should be envious instead.” whispered back 

Ye Yuyan. 

It was Hei Anjing who taught them how to flirt in public. But they act naturally as they genuinely love 

each other. As expected the others had suffered getting fed dog food on their faces. But Yi Rouya, who 

was watching from the side, could almost not hold back from pulling away Hei Yuhua, whom Ye Yuyan 

was hugging. Jealousy was shown not only on his face. He even looks like he wanted to eat Hei Yuhua 

alive at that moment. 

Even his thoughts were in chaos, ‘How could this happen? Why are they already together? Isn’t Hei 

Yuhua supposed to come over for the first time today? What the hell is happening!? Are my memories 

faulty!!? AAAHHH!!!!’ 
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Naturally flirting in front of the Prime Minister and the rest, Ye Yuyan got addicted to it and started 

teasing his future mate. He even pulled him into a hug and squeezed him multiple times while ignoring 

the surprised eyes of everyone on the sideline. 

Ye Yuyan his hooligan might not be embarrassed but Hei Yuhua does. He had to reach out and pinched 

the man’s waist making him a bit weak as he let out a groan. 

Hei Yuhua whispered, “A’Yan, let go now.” 

Groans... 

Ye Yuyan reluctantly moves away from his hands around his wife while glaring at the others, preventing 

him from having quality time with his future mate. 

Seeing the annoyed expression of his son, the Prime Minister knew that he was being blamed for his 

unexpected arrival. 

Prime Minister’s thoughts while the corner of his lips is twitching in the mixed mood at this scene. 

..... 

‘This damn brat!!’ 

Yi Rouya had longed dreamt of a happy ending with Ye Yuyan and couldn’t accept the scene of his 

dream husband hugging some other omega than himself. He screamed at Hei Yuhua while glaring at him 

and even tried to pull him away from Ye Yuyan. 

Yi Rouya exclaimed like a bitch, “You fucking whore! Let go of my alpha!!” 

Everyone looked at Yi Rouya with disbelief and stupefaction on their faces, especially Prime Minister Ye. 

‘Is this even the good nephew that I know? Why is he calling my daughter-in-law a whore? Is he for 

real!’ 

The thoughts of the Old Minister at this scene, now a frown appeared on his mature handsome face that 

looks so similar to Ye Yuyan. 



The hand that tried to pull away Hei Yuhua was slapped away fiercely by Ye Yuyan who lost his smile. He 

stares coldly at Yi Rouya. Within the recognized scene from the merged memories of his and Hei Yuhua, 

he also saw that it was this person who would try every means possible just so Hei Yuhua could never 

meet him alone. It was because of him that the misunderstanding between the two of them piled up at 

a certain point where he wouldn’t even believe whatever Hei Yuhua would say to him. Making the 

relationship between the two of them distant and cold. 

Ye Yuyan said, “Lunatic! Who the hell are you to call my omega a whore!? There is something wrong 

with your brain to call me your alpha when I don’t even know who the hell you are!?” 

“Boss, your words are badass ~” commented Lou Wei, even giving his captain a thumbs up. 

Prime Minister Ye asked in confusion, “Son, you don’t remember Rouya?” 

“Whose Rouya? I don’t know who this rude thing is?” said Ye Yuyan as he glanced at Yi Rouya with his 

eyes full of disdain while hiding his future mate behind him, “Yu’er, hide behind me. This crazy person 

might jump on you again.” 

Hei Yuhua was smiling as Ye Yuyan protected him in a situation like this, in his past life it was always Yi 

Rouya in this position while Ye Yuyan was looking down at him like he was his enemy. 

Hei Yuhua’s thoughts, ‘Being protected feels so good~’ 

Yun Jie spoke, “Whoa~ look A’Wei, he looks like he is about to cry but he is the one wrong~” 

“YOU!!!” 

The taunting words of Yun Jie angered Yi Rouya even more and glared at Yun Jie who pretends to be 

scared and hides behind Lou Wei. 

“Ah~ A’Wei, save me. This lunatic wants to bite!” said Yun Jie. 

Lou Wei grinned widely while ignoring the menacing glare from Yi Rouya, “Honey, stay away from 

madmen or you’ll get hurt.” 

“What the...!!!” 

It was the Prime Minister who could no longer bear Yi Rouya whom he treats as a nephew being 

angered to this point and suggested that he leaves the place first. 

“Rouya, you should go home first,” said Prime Minister Ye. 

Yi Rouya showed his disagreement openly and overlooked that he is talking to someone who is at the 

same age as his father. 

“No. I will not go home! These bitches must leave first, I will not do so at all!!!” said Yi Rouya. 

His response made the Old Minister’s face dark and devoid of all feelings. He wasn’t forgiven as he had 

always been in the past. 

Prime Minister Ye stared at Yi Rouya with dull eyes as if he had no affection for this young man who is 

the child of the man who had saved his life before. 



“Yi Rouya. You are very rude today. I will ask your mother to teach you more manners. Go home, this is 

an order!” 

The stern and indifferent tone of the Prime Minister’s voice not only frightened Yi Rouya. Even Ye Yuyan 

and the other two suddenly turned meek at the overbearing pressure of the aura of someone who stood 

at the peak of authority. YI Rouya not only forcefully shit his mouth, but he also couldn’t even stop 

himself from trembling at such pressure. 

He could only lower his head to hide his dissatisfaction. But one could see how much he is holding back 

his rage as he grips his hands until it bleeds. 

Bowing toward the Prime Minister, Yi Rouya saluted and said, “Please forgive once in the face of my 

father. This little one would never do it again, Sir.” 

“Go back. I will still have a talk with your mother,” said the Prime Minister as he turned his back on Yi 

Rouya. 

Such action shows how much the elder doesn’t want to see him and mostly asks him to leave without 

any second thoughts. Yi Rouya planned to beg the minister to allow him to stay but seeing him turn his 

back on him it seems no matter what he says right now, the old man wouldn’t be listening at all. 

Yi Rouya felt more upset at this scene but couldn’t do anything about it. 

“I shall take my leave,” said Yi Rouya. 

Hei Yuhua noticed Yi Rouya glaring at him and only learned at Ye Yuyan while waving his hands at him. 

Afraid he couldn’t hold back his anger, Yi Rouya walks away with heavy steps. Once he disappeared from 

the floor the awkwardness in the hallway faded. 

Ye Yuyan looked at his father who was smiling once again and said, “You should enter the entertainment 

industry, old man. You might win an Oscars award.” 

“Come on, boy. This old relic helped you send away your wife’s love rival~” said Prime Minister Ye while 

grinning. 

Ye Yuyan retorted, “What love rival? I don’t care about that man at all. Plus, Yu’er agreed to engage with 

me. Old man, you came on time. Let’s plan for it.” 

Hei Yuhua respectfully greeted the Prime Minister not as his future-in-law but instead as a powerful 

minister. He lowered his head and placed a hand above his chest. 

“Greetings to the Prime Minister. Agent Hei is grateful for your presence, leader,” said Hei Yuhua. 

The Prime Minister helplessly let out a sigh, he heard from his friend, Director Wei, that the top agent of 

their division is too punctual with his manner. Seeing how Hei Yuhua greets him in a formal way, he 

wouldn’t even be surprised if he suddenly knelt on one knee just to show his loyalty to the country. 

The agents of all divisions in the government treated the Head of State and the Prime Minister as top 

leaders of the country. To show their loyalty, they wouldn’t even hesitate to take their lives if they were 

asked to. Most Agents in Aster were taught to sacrifice themselves in situations where they could no 



longer escape. They would allow themselves to be tortured for information. As one mistake would lead 

to the destruction of their country. 

Prime Minister Ye pats Hei Yuhua’s head gently and said, “As I said before, no formalities are needed. 

This old man came here not as a prime minister but instead just an old man who came over to see his 

annoying son. Yuhua, in the future we will be a family. There is no need to act this way at home.” 

Hei Yuhua raised his head and shyly called, “I understand, Uncle Ye.” 

“What Uncle Ye? You two already promised to be engaged. Just call me, father.” said Hei Yuhua. 

Prime Minister Ye pats Hei Yuhua’s soft head but he likes this child’s honesty and naivety more. As an 

orphan, Hei Yuhua doesn’t know how to react when he suddenly receives the kindness and care of an 

elder. So he could only stand there and let the old man pat his head like a child. 

Slap! 

Ye Yuyan hugged his wife once again and said, “Let go, old man. This is my wife. My future mate.” 

“Tsk! You are more annoying now that you have a partner and here this old man thought you would die 

alone. You better protect Yuhua properly or you will get it from this old man.” said the Old Minister. 

Whenever this father and son meet, they would start bickering like children. Lou Wei had no other 

choice, but to suggest they move location or it would be embarrassing if the other subordinates of the 

captain saw their interactions. 

Lou Wei spoke, “Sire, captain, let’s go inside the house. Please don’t fight in the hallway.” 

The two snorted but still entered the house together. Hei Yuhua could only helplessly follow after them. 

And heads to the kitchen to prepare tea. Lou Wei and Yun Jie followed inside as well with the latter 

following Hei Yuhua to the kitchen and helping with afternoon snack prep work. Of course! The others 

wait in the living room. 

Once everyone gathered in the living, Ye Yuyan officially introduced Hei Yuhua to his father. 

Ye Yuyan said, “Father, this is my future mate, Hei Yuhua. We plan to get engaged within this year.” 

“Nice to meet you, Uncle Ye,” said Jei Yuhua. 

Prime Minister Ye is extremely delighted by this news and the smile on his face is as bright as a glowing 

sun. 

“Good. Good. So what do you guys plan to do next? Getting engaged is good. Should we make it 

extravagant?” suggested Prime Minister Ye. 

Ye Yuyan shook his head and said, “No. We wanted to do it secretly. Our vacation only lasts for a year. 

When this year passes, we will resume our last duty for the country before we retire.” 

“You guys wanted to capture people from the Red Poppy Syndicate?” asked Prime Minister Ye. “It would 

not be easy to act them all.” 



“It’s okay, father. I, Yu’er, Wei, and Jie are enough. Next year will create a group which should be able to 

attract them. With me suddenly disappearing from the scene, is enough for them to lower their guards 

plus... Yu’er is a double agent that made connections with the Syndicate.” explained Ye Yuyan. 

When the prime minister heard that Agent Hei created a connection to that Syndicate he was surprised 

yet excited. This means, thanks to Hei Yuhua, they had now found the hidden tail of that Syndicate. This 

is an international Syndicate wanted in numerous countries. 

Prime Minister Ye is thrilled by this good news. 

“Are you able to share the information with us, Yu’er?” asked the Prime Minister. 

Hei Yuhua responded, “I will help you with everything you can. For now, let me explain the hierarchy of 

their executives. The leader’s code name is as the Syndicate suggested, Poppy. The executives all had 

the code name of poisonous flowers. But they rarely show their faces to each other, their way of 

meeting is through the online dark net. I entered their Syndicate after they offered me the lowest 

possible in their rankings. 

They approached me when I deleted my whole background and replaced it with an ordinary one. One 

that is based on my real background as an orphan. Yun Jie added a few dramas to it and it was because 

of that, that they considered me as a useful pawn. They didn’t even know that I’d been with Aster since I 

was only 8 years old. They approached me at 10. 

All these years I’ve worked with Iris, the second-lowest rank executive. He is a man who likes to pretend 

to be a girl. His body is even more slender than a real woman’s. That is her disguise. He is more of an 

informant and had no loyalty to the Syndicate. He answers to the one with more money. 

You can use him as well. Just never call him a shemale or he would poison you to death.” 

“How to contact this Iris?” asked Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua replied, “At every full moon, just post an information bounty with a blank check. Add the 

requisite of meeting her face to face. He would give you a location and the buyer of the information 

needs to come along. He had all the communications in the cyber system so don’t make plans for it. 

Underground society is also within his territory. You can only catch him off guard by air. A’Jie, can take 

control of our country’s satellite and make a facade that everything was under his control. Once you 

catch him, bribe him with as much money as you can. He is only loyal towards money.” 

“This seems a bit too easy...” commented Lou Wei. 

Yun Jie spoke, “It is the easiest to speak with someone who reveres money. That is as long you have 

enough money to back it up.” 

“I can do it. I will arrange a meeting with him in the future,” said Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua looked at Ye Yuyan and said, “If you think he is being too hard-headed just whisper to his ears 

your relationship with me. He owes me life after all.” 

..... 



“I will only use it as a trump card. Yu’er, I will stand by your side this time no matter what,” said Ye 

Yuyan. 

With a slight curl at the corner of Hei Yuhua’s lips, he responded to Ye Yuyan’s words. 

“I believe you. Let’s catch all of them, including all their other spies hidden in every government 

division,” said Hei Yuhua. 

Ye Yuyan smiled back at him and said, “Yes, we will catch all of them this time. For our future 

happiness.” 

 


